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PP..EF A. CE 

Anyone '\'Tho chooses to study an author must try to 

come to some understanding of what that author is doing. 

In the case of Faullmer, this is rendered more difficult 

because one must first separate the sense from the nonsense 

that has already been written in the wealth of criticism 

already completed on his work. This study attempts to 

suggest another possible perspective on Faulkner's work by 

using mythopoeic criticism, which is neither new nor com

pletely alien to Faulkner criticism, but which has never 

been used to the extent that it rr~ght be truly helpful. 

I am deeply :L"1.debted to Dr. Green Hyrick for his 

patience and interest and to Dr. Brian Byrd for his 

suggestions. 

Emporia, Kansas B. M. B. 

August 1969 
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CR.L\.PTER I 

IN A MAlI'S MIhu A DESIRE TO EXPRESS
 

SO~lli UNIVERSAL TRUTH
 

The literal bulk of the books and essays of criticism 

of William Faulkner's work demonstrates that he has been 

considered an important, and often fashionable, subject for 

criticism almost since any notice was taken of him at all. 

He has been read as a primitivist and as a Calvinist, with 

any n1~~ber of interpretations in between. A detailed 

accolli,t of the vicissitudes of Faulkner criticism is given 

by Frederick J. Hoffman in his introduction to \'1illiaE! 

FalLll<:rl,.~: Three Decades of Criticism.l Although this pre
=;;;....;;.,.,;;. • •• - ...... _. -- .........
 

vious criticism is certainly worthwhile and of "lasting value, 

one approach, the mythopoeic, has been relatively little 

used, and this study will attempt to apply this perspective. 

At eny ~ateJ for ~~ny years Faulkner was critically misin

terpI'ei:;ed as a c:hronicler cf the American South, mostly 

because o~ lds use of f.l.is fictional Yoknapatawpha COlmty, 

b'J.t the tenc.ency 1n the last t~'1enty years, and especially in 

t:'1e last decade, has been to stress his universality. G."H. 

O'Donnell was one of the first to start the move away from 

regionalist in'cerpretation, defining the basic conflict in 

Iprederick J. Hoffman, "Introduction," T;,[illi.an 
Faulkner: Three Decades of Criticism, pn. 1-50.--,- ,.,-- ... 
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Faulkner's work as the battle between tradition and imradir..g 

amorality: 

••• there are two kinds of characters; they are 
Sartorises or Snopses" Hhatever the family names may be. 
And in the spiritual geography of Hr. Faulkner's work 
there are two worlds: the Sartoris world and the Snopes 
world ••• The Sartorises act traditionally ••• with 
an ethically responsible will" but the Snopeses act 
"only for s elf interest. 112 

Backman recognizes the oversimplification in such a divi

sion" for it ignores the inner conflicts of characters like 

Quentin Compson. 3 Rather" he sees the spiritual sickness of 

the heroes, especially those whose alienation is emphasized 

by being of mixed negro and white blood, as the "crux lt of 

Faulkner's vlOrks.4 Gold finds, in the early l-Torks at least" 

"a scathing indictreent of a world dominated by meaningless 

rnateria::.ism. a.nd devoid of real values • liS Faulkner's ovm 

comments on his wo~k at any given time served less to 

resolve conflicting opinions on interpretations than to add 

to 'the ambiguity.6 Faulkner was notorious for ~.king 

2George H. O'Donnell, "FauJ.mer's Ivlythology," ~
 
Ken~on Review, I (1939), 2~6.
 

3Melvin BackInan, Faull--:L1er: The Major Y.ea"F~" pp. 90-91. 

4r'lelvin Backman, "Sickness and Primitivism: A 
Dominant Pattern in William Faulkner's \iJork," Accent, XIV 
(1954), 62. -

SJoseph Gold, "1rJilliam Faulkner's 'One Compact 
Thing, ,It Twen.ti~ Century Literature, VIII (April, 1962), 3. 

6James B. 'Neriwether and Nichael Hillgate, (eds.),
 
~ in ~ Garden.
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contradictory statemBnts about his work, but there are some 

ideas that are to be found again and again in his ihterviel-Ts 

with reporters and critics and in his conferences with stu

dents at \olest Point, :Nagano, and the Un:i.versity of Virginia. 

One of these is his "desire to express some universal 

truth. tl7 Hhen asked if he l-laS attempting to portray the 

entire South or just Hississippi, Faulkner replied, "I 

wasn't writing sociology at all. I was trying to write 

about people. IIB He also wrote to Malcolm C01rIley: 

I am telling the same story over and over, which is 
myself and the world • • • I'm trying to say it all in 
one sentence, between one Cap and one period ••• I'm 
inclined to think that my material, the South, is not 
very importe.nt to me. I just happen to mo,,; it, and 
dont LSi£! have time in one life to learn another one 
and wl.... ite at the same time ••• man stinks the same 
stink no w~tter where in time. 9 

Too often ma~y of the critics who supposedly recog

nize hiru as a true artist, not as an artistic social critic, 

ultimat81y f.nalyze his characters only in ter~~ of contem

porary American social p:::-oblems. Faulbner explained the 

source of universality in any art when he stated, 

••• art is simpler than people think because there is 
so little ;;0 write about. All the movine things are 
eternal in man's history and have been written before, 

7Robert A. Jeliffe, (ed.), FaLukner at Nagano, p. 94. 
8Frederick Ir. G-r,-Ij-rID and Joseph L. Blotner, (eds.), 

Faulkner in ~ Ylll,:ye.rs,itx, p. 10. 

, 9I.~lcolm C~l-Jley, ~ Fa~kner-CoHley~: b.et.t,er.s.
 
and hemorl 3,3, 1944-6~, PP. l[j:-l.:;>.
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and if a man writes hard enough, sincerely enough, 
humbly enough • • • he will repeat them, becaus e art 
like poverty takes care of its own, shares its bread.lO 

In this statement, made in 19~~, is the premise of a criti 

cal approach that was not used extensively with Faullmer's 

work until after 1950; that is, the "moving things" that are 

~ternal and are repeated in art, that which some psycholo

gists and litc:t'ary critics call "archetypal," "mythic,," or 

"mythopoeic. nIl ~'lith this appI'oach" Faulkner f s characters 

have been recognized as what one critic calls 

••• great symbolic beings, participating in actions 
that are intense, violent, and compulsive and which 
suggest J~~'s racial unconscious. They loom larger 
than life. They become vast, almost phantas~~gorical 

figures, outlined against gri.m skies and marching dO\m 
long lanes of live oaks to vast 1-rhite columns behind 
which are re-enacted the fate of the House of Atreus 
·and the bloody deeds of Aeschylus's Oresteia trilogy.12 

The recognition of the possibilities of archetypal 

analysis as a useful and valid approach to literature is not 

new, and it has been used in reading Faulkner, but until 

relatively recently it has been confined mainly to analyses 

of "The Bear. !l13 This approach can reconcile seeIningly 

lOraid.: p. 16. 

IlFor the purposes of thts s·cudy, "these terrn-s will be 
considered intercp~ngeable. 

l2C. Hugh Holman, 'Three Hodes of Hodern Southern 
F.i,ctioI1, P. 32. -. - ~ 

13Essays utilizing this type of treatment of nThe
 
Bear" form a large section of Utley" Bloom, and Kin...'1.ey's
 
collection of critical essays entitled Bear, ~mn, and God.
 _ ....." .... - -- 
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opposing "artistic ll or contemporary social interpretations 

because the mythopoeic critic maintains that literature and 

society are interdependent and literature 

••• exists simultaneously in two temporal dimensions: 
(1) It exists as a historical fact in particulRr moments 
of I'ecorded time. (2) It exists as a continuun over and 
beyond historic time as the eternal and recu~rent 

expression of arche~ypal characters, images, symbols, 
scenes, and plots.l~ 

The w-ol~k of' C. G. Jung is lvidely known and is recognized as 

tho source 01' several terlllS and concepts fundamental to the 

mythopoeic approach.15 However, a brief sunrr,~ry of its 

background will r~qke clearer the definitions of the te~ to 

be use~ and will be helpful in establishing the basis for 

connections with Faulkner. 

L~ the nineteenth century Da~win su~gested the need 

for studies of the evolution of htIDmn cu~ture that would 

further his studies of organic evolution, and in 1871 Edward 

B. Tylor's 1!imitive Ctuture was published, propounding the 

thesis that cultural institutions and artifacts were repeti

tive of those of earlier societies; James G. Frazer's ~ 

Gol~ep Bol~P (1890), which became the most basic source for 

the mythopoeic method, greatly extended knowledge of myth 

and ritual, and "demonstrated the affinity between ritual, 

14Sheldon N. Grebstein, Perspectives in Contemporarz 
Criticism, p. 312. 

15~., p. 315. 
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myth, dream, and literatu~e and asserted the importance of 

myth to any larger understanding of hUIJ1..an culture. ,,16 Ernst 

Cassirer, in The Philoso~h~ ££ SYmbolic, Forms and Language 

~~ Myth, explained that art was a form needed by man, in 

addition to his reason, to portray time, place, and social 

customs syniliolically. Cassirer also believed that the 

language of myth was the first form of ~..ants intuitive 

comprehension of reality, coming before his rational appre

hension.l ? A number of critics and scholars have since 

written on the definitions and purposes of myth, many of 

them concerned with the relationship between myth and liter

aturc. ~NO o~ several representative definitions of the 

terI)l "nJ.Ythll are: the language usee. by the IInagination to 

connect and comprehend basic mental images, and the means 

of expression of lIultimate reality, II and, therefore, tl'uth 

but not fact.18 In .Tung's words, "myths are original reve

lations of the preconscious psyche, involuntary statements 

about unconscious psychic happenings, and anything but 

allegories of physical processes."19 Neither can myth be 

l6Ipid., PP. 313-31l~.
 

I?Ibid., p. 315.
-
18~., p. 316. 

19':lalter K. Gordon, (ed.), lIIntroduction,lI Literature 
in Critical Persnectives (New York: ApDleton-Century-Crofts,
1968), p. '504. .. , ... 
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defined as any type of IIlegendary history associated v-rith 

real persons or events in the remote past. 1l20 Jung posited 

the existence of a second psychic system in addition to the 

consciousness, that is, one which has a 

• • • collective, universal, and irnpersonal nature which 
is identical in all individuals. This collective uncon
scious does not develop individually but is inherited. 
It consists of pre-existent forms, the archetypes, which 
can only become conscious secondarily and which give 
definite form to certain psychic contents. 21 

Three major categories of archetypes can be delineated: 

characters, situations or themes, and sJ~bols or associa

tions. 22 Although these archetypes are preconscious forms, 

Jung adds that they are still "living psychic forces that 

demand to be taken seriously" and man is therefore confronted, 

• • • at every new stage in the differentiation of con
sciousness to which civilization attains, with the task 
of finding a new interpretatioA appropriate to this 
stage, in order to connect the life of the past that 
still exists in us with the life of the present, which 
threatens to slip avray from it. 23 

Art is this constant reinterpretation of the past and the 

collective ~emory in tbe terF~ of the present. It is con

ceivable, and in some cases probable, that an artist can 

create wit~out being aware that his work has some of its 

20Grebstein, ££. cit., p. 316.
 

21Gordon, ££. cit., p. 501.
 

22Ibi.d.
 

23~., p. 512.
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sources in an unconscious 'Hhich i.3 the sarrte in hirnseJ.f as 

it is in every man, but FatQY~er, at least, understood art 

and the hu~ mind in much the same way as Jung, for, when 

asked about his audience, he answered: 

They £ound symbolism that I had no background in symbo
lism to put in the books. But what symbolism is in the 
books is eVidently instinct in man, not in mants knowl
edge but in his i~~eritance of his old dreams, in his 
blood, perhaps his bones, rat~r than in the storehouse 
of his memory, his intellect. : 

As he said, he had no intellectual training in the use of 

symbolism, but this statement agrees with Jung that symbols 

are natural. Thus, the pu~pose of this study on Faulh~er, 

as with any application of myth criticism, is not to force 

Faulkner into predetermined patterns, but to discover how 

and which of these patterns are inherent in his works. The 

archetypal analyses of the characters is important in dis

cQvering the true nature of the c~~racterrs personal 

conflict, 't-lhat Faulkner calls his "human conflict."25 One 

might also note that, if the archetypal forms are naturally 

inherent in Faulkner from his early works down to the last, 

he also seems early to have become aware of the possibili

ties of the deliberate use of symbols, as he did in The

Sound ~ the Fury. Louise Dauner has carefully delineated 

24Jeliffe, 2£. cit., p. 68. 

25Joseph L. Fant and Robert p. Ashley, (eds.), 
Faulkner: at ~ ~.i, p. 50. 
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a number of syniliolic motifs, like Quentin's shadow, that are 

repeated so frequently in this work that they must have been 

carefully and consciously l'3'Orkcd out.26 Richard Chase notes 

that the syniliolism in Light in AUsus_~ is TIore complicated 

than in .T.b& Sound .e.:.'rld the Fury or As I Lay Dyi..~, and that 

the most obViously deliberate symbols are the least success

ful; the most "profoundly organic ll symbol in the novel is 

the circle, the wholeness of self, which Has probably "half 

consciously intended by the author but has implications 

within the book of which he could not have been, at the 

moment of composition, perfectly conscious. 1I27 Gold adds 

that, after 1948, IIFaulkner created Christ-figures instead 

of Christ-like figures II and traces the begirL.'1ing of this 

tendency back to 1942, when Faullmer added the·debate 

bet't'1een Ike and his cousin HcCaslin to "The Bear. 1128 Allen 

Tate maintainfl that Faulkner's seven greatest books were 

completed ~'TithIn a period of eleven or t't"ielve years, and 

that althou.gh the later novels add to the Yoknapata1'1pha 

saga= no one would know them if it were not for the earlier 

26Louise Dauner, "Quentin and the Walking Shadow: 
The Dile:r:J.IT1..8. of Nature and Culture," Arizona £,ua-r>terl,,:r, XXI 
(Surmner, 1965), 159-171. . N. 

27Richard Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradition,
p.217. - - --_.. 

28Joseph Gold, l,-Tilliam FaUlkner,: A Study in H~anisIll 
EE£m }~etaEhor. to Discours.~, p. 7. 
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ones. 29 Michael Millgate agrees that ~121ll, Absalop! is 

the last of FauJJmer I s best work, that the others "are all 

patterned in accordance with a deliberate and preconceived 

intention to enforce some kind of moral or social state

ment."30 A Fable marks the greatest change fl~om the use of 

symbol to allegory, "J'hen Faullmer f s use of symbol seems to 

have completely turned into emblem using Faulkner. The-
Reive~, his last novel and published the same year he died, 

lacks the heavy-handed allegory of A Fable and the turgid 

preachiness of ReQ~ie~ ~ ~ ~, but it also lacks the 

depth of the earlier novels. Perhaps he had already written 

everything he had to say and had become too conscious of the 

characters, i~~ges, and them~s he had already culled and 

shaped from his unconscious. Gold would argue that he had 

become increasingly aware of his rolo as an "artist" for an 

audience and was therefore increasingly concerned with 

affirming his faith in manlrind.31 This study will attempt 

to trace the archetypal patterns and the development of 

their conscious use through Faulkner's work. Ideally, all 

the works should be considered, but such a large project is 

beyond the SCOpe of this study. Therefore, only certain of 

29Allen Tate, "vlilliam Faullcrler: 1897-1<;62/1 The 
Sewa~ee. Rovie}l, LXXI (January - Narch, 1963), 161. 

30lUchael Hillgate, vJilliam EAuJ..l~, P. 61. 

·31Gold, :'!illiam FaulkneE" P. ISc 
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the novels will be examined: Soldiers' Pay (1926) because 

it was the first novel; ~ Sound ~~ Fury (1929)~ ~ 1 
Lay Dying (1930)~ SanctuarI (1931)~ Light in APEust (1932), 

and Absalom~ Absalom! (1936) because they are generally 

acknowledged by most critics as his masterpieces and have 

received some good and much useless criticism. "The Bear ll 

section of Go ~~ ~ (1942) will be considered as a 

transitional point in the works because enough critical 

notice of its use of myth and ritual has been taken to make 

it almost a m)del~ and because it also contains the begin

nings of Faulkner's tendency to instruct. A Fable 1-1ill be 

examined because even Faulkner admitted that it had reached 

the realm of almost pure allegory. It was begun in 1948 but 

not published until 1954~ so in a sense it precedes ~~~ui~ 

~ ~ Nun, which came out in 1951.32 Requiem will be 

studied briefly both because it is a sequel to Sanctuary and 

because it has a stylized form that is a structure for 

direct discourse on the theme instead of a depiction of it. 

The last book to be considered is ~ Reiver~ (1962) because 

'it is Faulkner's final novel and because it marks a modifi

cation of his didactic, emblematic period. 

Before beginning an examination of these works~ it is 

important to clarify the varying definitions that might be 

32Robert Penn Harren~ (ed.) ~ "Chronolo·gy of Importa...'rlt 
Dates~" Fa1Jlkne~: A .Q.o)....lection of Critical Ess~~ p. 305. 
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given to the manirestations of the archetypes. Therefore, a 

brief sQ~ry of the terlTIS to be used with the novels is 

necessary in order to avoid confusion. The system used here 

will basically be Jungts as elaborated and explained by 

P.	 l-1. Hartin. 

There are four basi~ figures or types or characters, 

each with a positive (or good) and a negative side: 

The Hise Old Han is tithe embodiment of the age-old 

experience, wisdom, logos of mankind;lt givIng advice, he 

appears perhaps in the role of priest, king, god, lawyer, 

philosopher, counselor, or in a role of a similar natlu~e.33 

His advice rr~y be very wise, or if ruled by the negative 

side, extremely foolish. This figure has a characteristic 

theme: Uthe great work, the discovery of the hidden trea

sure of Wisdom, the knowledge that can miraculously 

transform."34 In pai.nting, folk-lore :I literature and life, 

the Hise Old Nan is orten accompanied. by 5. JQung maiden, the 

anima or Great I1other.35 

The anima is the feminine principle .. the life force, 

and although she has great power, she is also diffuse and 

33p. M. ~~rtin, Experiment in Deuth, p. 95. 

34Ibid., p. 98. 

35~bid., p. 97. Actually, lfurtin makes a distinction 
betlveen the anima ~~d the Great Mother, but for the purposes 
of this study it is Q~import~~t. 
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paradoxical: She is both virgin and earth mother l queen of 

the underworld l goddess of nature, love l war l and other 

things.36 ~[hen dominated by the negative side l she can be 

extrem~ly destruc'l;ive even through her love l for she can 

become "capable of mothering to death anyone unfortu..l'late 

enough to come into her clutches ••• hers is a love with 

talons. "37 There are several themes associated with the 

animal many of which are related to the key theme of death 

and rebirth; sometimes the theme of the "marvelous impregna

tion of the Great Hother and the birth of the herol" or the 

protection of the child-hero from dangerl or sometimes the 

Great Mother accompanied by the dying and reviving god-hero.38 

The Hero is the figure of actionl the one who gets 

things done l andl consequentlYI his characteristic themes 

are the quest l the adventure l and the great deed. The nega

tive side of the figure is ineffectual or absurd in his 

actions. 39 The Hero is usually either the son or companion 

or the Great }~therl but is also connected with both the 

Wise Old Man and The Miraculous Child. 

The Miraculous Child is more symbol than a person

ality figure. "The l1iraculous Child is the archetype of the 

36Ibi<!.1 p. 99.
 

37Ibid. 1 p. 101.
-
38Ibid. 1 p. 102.
 

39Ibicl. I p. 104·.
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new possibility, the new attempt. It is that which brings 

the good news to man, or the possibility of regeneration, 

the promise or the Christrr...as eve. "40 

Gordon gives a more specific, longer list of figures 

found recurring in literature, including the Scapegoat, the 

Wandering Outcast, the Devil, the star-crossed Lovers.41 To 

the archetypal themes already mentioned, he would add the 

Task, the Initiation into Maturity, the Journey, the Fall 

from Innocence.42 

These archetypes are import~nt both in coming to an 

un.derstanding of the char8.cters and themes in Faul1'!1er' s 

work and in tracing his use of them. 

40Ibi~., p. 103.
 

4lGordon, £E. cit., p. 502.
 

42 Ibid., p. 503.
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CHAPTER II 

THE RECREATION OF 11YTH 

Soldiers' Pay is commonly acknowledged to have all 

'bhe obvious faults that one ordinarily expects to find in 

any author's first novel, and all the promise of the good 

things that were to come later from Faulkner. The novel 

lacks unity, the tone and style are erratic, and there see~~ 

to be more than one possible center of interest.43 Vickery, 

along with a number of other critics, has noted that another 

problem is in the characters, for they are only types, not 

people.44 Longley admits that the book is faulty, but he 

nmintains that the plot, motivation, and characterization 

are "adequate. 1I45 Vickery finds the character-types divided 

into two basic' groups which are in conflict: "• one 

immersed in the violence of war, the other scarcely touched 

by it."46 Lon&1ey believes that, as individuals, Donald typl

fies the tragic hero, Joe Gilligan the coTIic hero, and Jon.es 

the villain.47 Donald is actually alL~st non-existent as a 

43Hyatt H. Waggoner, William Faulkner: From Jefferson 
to the tiorld, p. 7. - 

4401g a Vickery, The Novels of William Faulkner, p. 2. 

4.5Jor..n L. Longley, Jr., ~ Tragic Hask: A Study' of 
E!£lkner's B...e.:t:.0 es, p. 27. 

46v i.c ker:T" .l9.2.• cit (. 

47Longley, lac. cit.
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char8.cter" h01.vever, and it is difficult to label "tragic 

hero" (in any sense of the term) a man whose actions are 

never seen and whose horrible situation is Wholly a matter 

of accident. Vickery sees him as the center of action for 

the other characters, sta.ting that thel!' actions and motives 

come from their reactions ti) the l~ontI·8.st between 1rlhat 

Donald 't-J'as and what he nOH is a 4B Yet" what Donald vIas 

before the war is seen only in very brief descriptions of 

him by his father and Emmy" and Joe and Margaret begin 

taking care of him on the train before they knO\oT anything 

about him. 

Perhaps Margaret asslli~ed the responsibility of caring 

for Donald as an expiation for the sjJnpathy and sense of 

permanence that she had been unable to give her husband" 

Dick P01rlers.4-9 still" she hardly seems to fit the role of 

a guilt-driven wo~~n; she says herself that she cannot seem 

to "be moved hy any emotion except pity" and her fir~ness" 

strength" and competence are emphasized repeatedly. In 

faot" in many respects she hardly seer~ to be a woman at 

all. Although she is young and attractive" her lipsticked 

mouth is more than once described as looking like a scar" 

suggesting that she might have more in corr~on with Donald 

than a feeling of pity. Just what her "scar" is is hard 

48Vickery, 2.!2.. cit.• " p. 4.
 
49Ibid., p. 6.
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to determine. She is only twenty-four, but she seems much 

older because she always has a half-smile and calm, patient 

facial expressions that make her appear world-weary and 

maybe even wise. She is patronizing--when she and Gilligan 

have finally seen Donald safely through death's door and she 

knows that Gilligan is in love with her, she says, '7ou're a 

nice boy, Joe" (p. 209). She is always dressed in dark 

clothes, and even though her skin is described as pallid, 

she is constantly referred to as !lthat dark v.loman" or even 

"that black woman." After she and Gilligan have delivered 

Donald to his father, they stay on to help him and eventu

ally Nargaret is virtually running the household and everyone 

associated vTith it. She persuades Hr. Saunders to insist 

that Cecily visit Donald, but when she decides that Cecily 

and Donald should not be married, she does not hesitate to 

try to stop it, as if it is any of her business. She tells 

Enrray that she ~hould ~~rry him, and is eventually ordering 

the rector himself to be carefLu of what he says in front of 

Donald because no one ever knows whether he is listening and 

understanding or not. Her name, Powers, ultimately becomes 

strikingly appro:priate as she presides over Donald's l-Telfare. 

1'targa.I·et, as well as the other characters, embodies 

some archetypal characte~istics. She fits well into Jung's 

concept of the dark side of the anima. Millgate notices 

that she seems 
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••• almost to be~ome a priestess of a cult--there may 
be some significance in the reason she gives for refus
ing to marry Gilligan at the end of the book: !lIf I 
married you you'd be dead in a year, Joe. All the men 
that marry me die" you kn.oTtr!I--"tlhiJ.e Cecily is aPDarently 
the virgin who is to restore the hero to health.~O 

Donald's vagueness as a character and as a person aids this 

"cultishness" and it seems to indica·te that he is deliber

.ately made an abstraction, the mythic figure of the Wounded 

Hero.5l It might also be significant that the name }mbon is 

quite similar in pronunciation to trman.ll Af'ter Donald's 

funeral Nargaret is referrod to as !lHargaret l1ahon-PO"tfers" 

rather than IfNargaret Nahon" (P. 204). The effect of the 

inversion of the sequence of her married names might be 

connected "t·Iith her reasons for marrying Donald when she knet-J" 

that he Has dying, and Hhen she admitted that she did not 

even knO'H if he realized Hhor.1 he had married. 

If }~rgaret and Donald seem to be something other 

than purely realistic figures, Jones, the "sub-embryonic 

villain,!l52 is even more noticeably unrealistic. He is 

constantly described as having yellow, goat-like eyes, and 

Vickery associates him with the goat and satJT of Greek 

mythology, both traditional symbols of lust.53 The parallel 

50Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William 
Faulbler" PP. 64-65. - 

5ll..!?!S., p. 64. 

52Longley, £2. cit." p. 142. 

53Vickery, loc. cit.
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is an apt one, for the satyr is connected with the god Pan, 

who was tl. • • all-rays in love vIith one nymph or another, but 

always rejected because of his ugliness."54 Jones has the 

same problem. He is also an orphan, named Januarius because 

he was born in January--under the astrological sign of 

Capricorn, the goat. He often seems comical because of his 

appearance and ineptitude, but he is seriously willing to 

do evil if he gets a chance.55 He is an archetype of the 

Devil, but an ineffectual one. 

The rector, too, lives in a dream world.56 He is 

both wise and naively innocent--his failure to recognize 

Jones's true nature is an innocence that borders on dOHn

right slm-mess. He is often simply referred to. as "the 

divine." Cecily is sprightly and aliiays associated with 

nature, especially t!>ees, but she is anything but natural 

herself, ab-rays conscious of horr she looks in every move· 

she makes. 

The story actually should belong to Joe. The narra

tive begins and ends with him. Although his motives are 

never really clear, he is the only character who interacts 

with each of the others. He starts out as a raucous, 

54Edith Hamilton, Hythology, p. 40.
 
55Longley, --loc. cit a
 

5 6Millgate, Achieveme~t, p. 65.
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drunken soldier called Yaphank, but explains later that his 

name is really Joe Gilligan without giving any reason for 

the change. He becomes devoted to }fuhon and falls in love 

with l'iargaret" but his involvement with them leaves him 'Hith 

nothing. Of :Hahon he says, "I tried to help nature make a 

good job out of a poor one without having no luck at it" 

(P. 210). He comes to a false resolution when he decides to 

follow I~rgaret and try to convince her to marry him, but he 

misses her train. The rector reminds him that even heart

break does not last forever, and they walk out of town 

together into the country where they hear hYFns coming from 

a negro church. In the music they recognize "••• all the 

longing of mankind for a Onenes S 'l-rith Something, somer,There 

• • • and they turned tOHnHard under the moon" "feeling dust 

in their shoes ll (p. 221). This recognition of mortality and 

longing cannot be mistaken for affirmation or even accept

ance, but it does seem to be a resignation without despair. 
I 

Waggoner finds the theme of the book in the rector's 

statement to Joe that tI ••• all truth is unbearable. Do we 

not both suffer at this moment from the facts of division 

and death?1I57 The alienation that each of the characters 

experiences supports this theme, and the figures as arche

types underscore Joe's alienation and disccveJ.';r. lim,rever, 

57Haggoner" £E. £.it., p. 4. 
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the archetypes are not fully developed in a meaningflll 

pattern. There are hints of a pattern, but the theme and 

the relationships of the characters are still ultimately 

ambiguous. This is true not only of the archetypal figures; 

l1ilJ.gate has noticed that "Faull-::ner appears to be fascinated 

with the symbolic possibilities of natural phenomena" in 

, this work.58 But he also recognizes that all the references 

to Greek mythology and other literature and the attempts at 

symbol do not fit together in any organized pattern.59 

Neverthele~s, the story cannot be read with any understand

ing at all without some attempt at recognizing the sy~bols, 

for the plot is almost nonexistent" and taken literally, is 

unbelievable, if not ridiculous. The aWIDvard use of symbol 

in this first novel has matured marvelously within three 

years in Faulkner's fourth novel, Tae Sound and th.e F..ury. 

A look at the criticism on The Sound a~d the F,~~ 

woUld reveal an impressive list of choices as to whom and 

what the novel is really all about. One critic sees Caddy 

as the heroine in conflict with Jason, with the clirr~x of 

the story in her defeat as she a~~its, "I have nothing at 

stake•••• n60 Others, like Dauner, see Quentin as the 

. .. ....-'...-... 
58Millgate, Achievement, p. 62._. . 

59~., p. 65. 

60Catherine Baum, ll'The Beautiful One': Caddy 
Compson as Heroine of rrhe ~d and the F.1ll'X, IT Hod,ern Fic
1!£n Studies, XIII (Spring, 1967~33-34. 
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tragic hero. Perhaps there is no one protagonist, but each 

character's actions contribute to what Baclmmn calls the 

theme of If ••• the decline and fall of the House of 

Compson.n61 He and reost other critics are quick to add that 

there is more than one conflict, and more than one theme. 62 

The style and structure have presented problems for analysis 

. too, and it is difficult to find a suitable place to start 

dissecting the novel, sorting it all out, so that it can all 

be understood while it is being fitted back together. 

Waggoner points out that all the main charac"• • • 

ters in the book live in a llorld in which time is the 

most significant dimension.,,63 Each section has a death and 

burial take place or recollected in it, as death is what 

makes time meaningful. 64 The problem of ti~e would also 

explain the jmnbled sequence of the narratives by the thr'ee 

brothers, and the structure would be an expression of the 

theme. 

Benjy is unable to distinguish past from present and 

has no concept of the future, so time for him is a constant 

present because he is unaware of its passing. 65 Events that 

61Backman, Najor Years, p. 29. 

62Ib,=h:!. 

63Waggoner, £E. ~., p. 47. 
64.I?id., p. 53. 

65Ibi;.4,., p. 50. 
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he recalls from the distant past are not really memories, 

they are actually relived; nothing ever changen because it 

i:3 all now. Dilsey lives in the present for the opposite 

reason--she is aware of time without being obsessed by it 

and can use the past to function constructively in the 

present. 66 Jason is obsessed by the future, when he will be 

. able to get rid of Benjy and the girl Quentin and make a 

killing on tIle stock market. In his section, his interpre

tation of the world is fl ••• largely wishful thinking, 

almost as much fantasy as' ~uentints."67 ¥~s. Gompson is 

unable to deal with the present, so she retreats into 

invalidism and a fantasy world she has created about her 

gentility.68 fo'Ir. Compson gives I~uentin a watch, \'larning, 

III give it to you not that you may remember time, but that 

you might forget it nOlT and then for a moment and not spend 

all your breath trying to conquer it" (p. 95). 

Quentin is dominated by the negative side of the 

archetypal Hero because he is completely ineffectual when he 

tries to act. Quentin tries to kill Dalton Ames to avenge 

Caddy's honor, but faints before Ames ever touches him. He 

cannot actually commit incest or carry out a m~der-suicide 

66Backr~n, Majo~ Years~ p. 37.
 

67Waggoner, OPe ~., p. 47.
 

681E.l:.S!.., p • 50.
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pact with Caddy even thouGh she consents to both. The only 

action	 he completes successftuly is his own death. As 

Foster sees hin, Quentin is subjected to two forces--his 

incestuous love for Caddy and his desire for death. 69 Howe 

agrees that Quentin 1 s obsession with Caddy's virginity is 

personal~ rather than that of the defender of a social code, 

as several critics have suggested, for he is both attracted 

to Caddy and repulsed by sex.70 Quentin 1 s love is a regres

sive one, he cannot accept changes in Caddy as she groHs up 

and he does not mature emotionally and sexually himself. He 

wants to stop Caddy's sexuality In0rc: t:lan he \-hmts to pos

sess it, and this lack of physical desire fits in with his 

death Hish. 71 This reasoning leads again to the con~J.usion 

that Quentin1s most basic conflict is with time.72 DaQ~er 

explains that Quentin1s experience is given in several sym

bolic lootifs that are emphasized many times in his section, 

including shadow, water and time. 73 The implications of the 

shadow s~lnbol are closely related to the otherG, ~~d an 

archetypal symbol interpretation ureveals much about 

69Ruel E. Foster, "Dream as Symbolic Act in Faulkner" n 

Perspect1..~" II (Summer" 1949) ,188. 

70 Irving Howe, ~Jilli.am Faulkner: A Or!tical Study, 
p.	 168. 

71.Daclar,an, lIa-jor Y.ears" p. 23. 

72~., p. 37. 

.~	 l~a73n ££. ~~.: p. 71.vaunor, 
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Quenthl f S eh8..racter and his real motives for suicide."74 

Anthropologically, the shadov-T is connected l'rith the soul, 

with injury or loss of the shadow causing illness or death, 

and there are rr~ny instances where Quentin seems to ~ to 

destroy his shadovJ: "I could see a smoke-stack. I turned 

my back to it, tramping my shadowts bones into the concrete 

'with hard heels. n75 Besides being associated with this kind 

of self-punishment, the sight of a shadow often recalls 

associations in Quentin 1 s mind of other times and events 

with Caddy, as when he remembers the shadows of Caddy and 

her lover joining, and relates the memory to his obsession 

with sex and Caddy 1 s virginity.76 Jung hypothesizes the 

existence of an archetypal ShadoH figure 'Hhich Hould unify 

and complement the associations just mentioned~ The arche

typal Shado't-I is the Double, the alter ego, the "dark 

brother," and is the subconscious embodiment of all the 

negative, repressed qualities of the self.77 Thus Quentin 

is denying part of himself when he tries to get rid of his 

ShadOW, his dark side. Quentin is all mL~d and introversion, 

so Caddy is trUly his opposite side because she fulfills the 

74~., p. 168.
 

75ill..cl., p. 165.
 

76Ibid,., p. 163.
 

77}!aI-tin: E.E.. c it., p. 73.
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function~ of feeling or sensation. 78 Quentin1s denial of 

Caddy, his aninill, in the instinctual nature of his Shadow 

is self-destructive, wnich is why he needs to get out of 

time. 79 His breaking of the watch is a symbolic gestt~e 

thiJ.t allQ't'Ts him into a time withcut clocks, .lust as Benjy. s 

idiocy puts him out of clock tL~e.80 

Jason, too, is an ineffectual Hero. He is alw&ys 

blustering about what he is going to do. He is going to 

outsmart the stock-market, but somehow he alHays lTIa..l1uges to 

lose. He thinks he could handle the girl Quentin properly 

ii' given a chance, but vrhen he chases her arou-l1d tOlm he 

gets nothing but a headache from the gasoline fumes of 

his car. 

Hr·.. Compson is a failure in his role as "Hise Old Han. 

He is given to ~~king pronouncements and explaining life, 

especially to Quentin, but his advice does not help Quentin, 

has no effect on the others, and the old man drL~ks him3elf 

to death. His wife, evcn though physically fertile enough 

to give birth to four children, is anything but an Earth 

Mother. She is not a source of life and is incapable even 

of affection. She is too busy being an invalid even to 

78Dauner, op. cit., p. 166. 

79J:b.i~. 

80Jean-Paul SartI's, Li~~~~~ ~ PhilosoEh~~~~ 
Essays" P. 83. 
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perform the outward duties of a wife and mother and is 

actually a destructive anima. 

Caddy and Dilsey become substitute mothers. Caddy 

loves Benjy and supplies the motherly care that ~~s. Compson 

could not give, and she knOl'fS hOH to pacify him when he 

cries.81 She is also beautiful, miraculously ageless, sen

sual, and constantly associatedwitll earth and water, 

symbols for fertility.82 She does produce life in the 

physical sense by having a daughter, but her archetype is 

not wholly that of positive ~~ima. She is a false anima for 

Quentin, that is, she is unable to complement his character 

because she is his sister. She has only physical relation

ships with other men and is not a happy combination with her 

short-term husband. Only Dilsey becomes 1-That Brooks calls 

a "sustaining ll female principle, because in her the 

instincts, emotions, rationality and values of life are all 

meaningfully related.83 

Along with the other inverted archetypes, Benjy is 

the perennif.l Niraculous Child" but he hardly embodies pos

sibilities for regeneration. He is a castrated idiot. He . 
does have certain special powers: the ability. to "smell" 

8lLaurance Thompson, n'Hirror Analogues in ~ Sound 
~~ F,U;rZ, II E.."1glish Institllt"e. Essa:y:s, l~. 

.....82u.dart·~n, £E.. ~., p. 34 •
 

. 83Cleanth Brooks, ~ Hidden God, p. 42.
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death and to sense Caddyts loss of virginity.S4 He also 

wields	 a certain amount of power. He does not want Caddy 

to change any more than Quentin does, so when he smells 

perrume instead of trees or sees her with a boy, his bellow

ing can make her try to be, at least temporarily, the old
 

Caddy. 85 It is significant that the action centers around
 

. Easter of Benjy's thirty-third year. In his natural inno

cence he becomes an impotent Christ-symbol whose ~aster will 

bring no ressl1rrection.36 He is not a Cllrist-figure in any 

allegorical sense, hOl1ever, because there is no one-to-one 

correspondenco between the idea of the historical Christ and 

Benjy as another representation of him. At the end of the 

book, when Luster takes 3enjy on his weeldy pilgrinmge to 

the cemetery, he decides on a whim to turn left around the 

square	 instead of taking the usual right turn. In folklore, 

left is associated with the sinister, and Benjy inwediately 

bellows in protest. 87 He is not satisfied until they have 

turned	 around and II ••• cornice and facade floi-Ied smoothly 

once more from left to right; post and tree,. HindOl-v and 

doorway, and signboard, each in its ordered place" (p. 336). 

84Cleanth Brooks, Hilliam Faulkner.: ~ Yoknap.~taHph~ 
Countr;y, p. 343. 

85Peter SWiggart, The ~ of Faul1:ner'..s. Novels, 
p.	 18O.
 

8~[aggoner, £I2.. ill., p. 44.
 

871J?i.<i., p. 60.
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He does establish an order and a right way and a ~~ong vlay, 

but the order is absurd--it has no meaning except that he 

wants things as he is accLwtomed to having them. 

When assigning the roles of comic villain to Jason 

and tragic hero to Quentin, Bacl~n, like most critics, 

never even mentions Quentin IV, the girl.88 Yet she is the 

only character who acts as a successful Hero in the novel. 

She makes a decision to steal Jason's money and run away, 

and she does it. She gets away from Jason, her granQmother, 

and Jefferson because she chooses to. Like Huck heading for 

the Territory, her decision may not bring her happL~ess, but 

she has rr~de the decision and, in doing so, refl1ses to be 

the vi0ti~ of pura circQmstance. 

The conw1exity of the symbols and imagery in this 

novel would require a Yolume larger than the book itself to 

explicate fully. For instance, the i~Bge of water recurs 

frequently as a symbol. Associated with Caddy, it can have 

its traditional meaning of physical fertility. Associated 

with Quentin and with shadows, it can suggest the uncon

scious, or even the "••• waters of death and rebirth into 

which he escapes in a final ritualistic purification."89 

There are several other symbolic motifs that simply cfuinot 

88Baclman, }Iaj0l: Years, P. 40.
 
89Dauner, £E. £it., p. 159.
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be taken up in this study~ but they all rit together to 

create a theme that is most concisely defined as a quest 

ror the meaning of timo, but which cannot be defined in one 

sentence (or two, or three) because it t~ok ~ Sound ~ 

the Fur'Y to create it. In this novel Faul~~er truly achieved 

the language of symbol that makes the story timeless and 

, universal. 

Swiggart insists that As I Lax Dyin£ lacks the social 

"myth11 that he finds in The ~"1d ~ ~ F]ll'Y and that the 

II. • • a.bsence or mythological themes in A~ I Lay Dying is 

all the more striking in view or the atmosphere of family 

loyalty and epic heroism which dominates the action."90 On 

the other hand, mont critics have fOtmd the action of this 

novel to be more readily suggestive of some version or 

archetypal themes than the previous one. Chase sees it as 

a "••• comic fable about piety towards the dead and the 

sacredness of pro!nises to the dead~ ••• " carried by the 

themes of the strenuous Journey and the Ql1est. 9l Backman, 

too, reads it as a fable, but one H••• about Addiers quest 

for salvation ••• " and the "••• testing or three sons . 
by fire and water."92 Chasers reading seems to be even more 

90swiggal't, £E. cit., p. 110.
 

91Chase, 2E. cit., PP. 207-208.
 

92Backrnan, l'la.ior Ye.a.r.s, pp. 62-63.
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of an oversimplification than any surmnary or generalization 

is bOQ~d to be. He does add that the quest is a search for 

identity, as exemplified particularly by Darl. 93 Backman's 

analysis perhaps sentimentalizes Addie, since one of the 

first things the reader learns about her is how thoroughly 

she has become convineed that the only salvation is the 

grave. He adds that the story is finally that of the tri 

umphant love of Addie and Jewel for each other, of the two 

people who are committed to action and not words. 94 This 

may seem a rather questionable trilli~ph. According to 

Waggoner, the story depends on a structural metaphor which 

is "••• a journey through life to death and through death 

to life, ••• " as a search for a lost center of value. 95 

Brooks suggests that one of the principal themes might be 

the nature of the heroic deed and an examination of the 

motivations behind it--Anse, Dewey Dell, and even Cash have 

their own reasons for wanting to go to Jefferson besides the 

stated purpose of b~~ying Addie, and they are all death 

drives, as "rill be shown. 96 

. 
93Chase, £E. cit., p. 208.
 

94BackrnBn, Major Years, p. 66.
 

95Waggoner, OPe cit., p. 62.
 

96Brooks, !Lidden Q£i, p. 143.
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One critic considers Anse the central character.97 

However~ Anse does not change, does not develop. He feels 

bo~md to keep his promise to b~~y Addie in Jefferson, but he 

is also ready to take advantage of the opportunity to go to 

town to buy some false teeth, imitations of livL~g matter. 

Addie's death is an interruption in the routine passage of 

time for the whole family, but it is only a temporary stop 

until she is buried and Anse reroarries. 98 As head of the 

family~ he is a foolish Hise Old }'Ian. He does not seem to 

have the vaguest understanding of what has gone on in 

Addie's mind during all their rnarriage, and it 1s difficult 

to tell whether Anse really regards his promise too sacred 

to break come hell or high water, or if what Samson says of 

him is true, that 

••• it takes a lazy man, a man that hates movL"1g, to 
get set on moving once he does get started off, the same 
as he was set on staying still, like it ain't the moving 
he hastes to much as the starting and stopping. And 
like he would be kind of prou.d of Hhat9ver cO!IJ.e up to 
Ir...a.ke the moving or the setting still look ha:r'd (Po 417). 

or CO!'..Ilor vieHs Devrey Dell and Vardaman as ". • • scme

thing less' than h~~nn, one characterless, the other close to 

idiocy. n99 This seems to be another clu:nsy reading. De...rey 

97Charles Allen, "Hilliam Faull<:ner: Comedy and the 
Purpose of Hl.1I1'!.Or," Ariz,op.E:., quarterlX, XVI (Spring, 1960), 63. 

98Waggoner, £2. £ii., P. 73. 

991;Jilliam Van O'Connor, The Tamded Fire of 1-J'illiam 
~l.l1mer, p. 50. -- ... - - -
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Dell may be :!gnors.nt, but she is hardly characterless. She 

woulQ be a perfect Earth Mother, a wet seed wild in"• • • 
the hot blind earth, • •• n (P. 384) but the lack of a. 

husband makes her want to abort her pregnancy. She is basi

cally strong 't-J'i11ed, and although she says she would like to 

have time to worry about her mother's death, time to grieve, 

her first concern is to get to Jefferson so that she can bUy 

a drug to cause the abortion. This motive is obviously con

nected with a death drive. She keeps reminding her father 

of his promise to Addie so that he will not give up and bury 

the body before they !J'l..fl.ke it to tOl"1n. She also realizes 

that Darl has figured out her situation and she hates him 

for it, enough to turn him in for burning a barn in his 

attempt to destroy their mother's stinking corpse, and 

deeply enough to pounce on him and beat him when the author

ities come. IOO Vardaman is a child, not an idiot. In fact, 

he-is a Miraculous Child. He catches a fish just before his 

mother dies. Waggoner explains the fish in terms of the sym

bol of Christ, and as Vardaman associates his mother with 

the fish, the cutting up and eating of it becomes a ritual 

whereby she will live on__ "••• she will be him and Fa and 

Cash and Dewey Dell and there won't be anything in the box 

and so she can breathe, • • • " a.s Vardaman says.IOI 

IO~iaggoner, OPe ~., p. 75. 
IOIIbid., p. 66. 
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Addie herself is an enigma.102 She is at the center 

of the novel, since the action revolves around her body. 

Even alive, Addie cannot be a life force when she believGs 

that n••• the reason for living is getting ready to stay 

dead, • •• " (P. 467) but she does exert a power over her 

-family even after she is dead, and they refer to her in the 

coffin as thou~h she were still alive. Backman points out 

that, when they try to cross the river, 

Addie in the coffin seems a life-in-doath syJ'lbol, like 
one of Frazer t s d.rovmed gods • • B.nd the fish symbolII 

ism (the fish is a life symbol 01' irrrr.-leYth"r..orial antiquity) 
suggests that she is fundamentally still alive for her 
family.103 

But Frazer's "drowned gods" are the dying an.d reviving gods, 

and this dip in the river does not lead to rebirth. This 

strenuous Journey does not lead to salvation for anyone. 

There can be no rebirth without death, and the Bundren 

fanD.ly seems unable to recognize the fu~l import of Addie's 

death, at least they refuse to give in to circumstance and 

con~on sense and do not get her buried for nine days. Thus 

the death and rebirth pattern beco~es ironic. 

The death and rebirth pattern usually carries vIith it 

the identity theme.104 Darl is troubled by the problem of 

l02Ibi~., p. 83.
 

l03Backman, "Sickness and Primitivism, II p. 65.
 

l04D. G. Hoffman, Form and Fable in American Fiction,

p.355. -- - ... . 
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establishing or finding an identity.105 He becomes, then, 

the unheroic hero. He becomes insane trying to discover 

what he is, perhaps because, in a way, he knovlS too much. 

He is very conscious of identity and seems to know somehow 

that Anse is not Jewel's father. His nmdness actually makes 

him an objective observer because he is past caring about 

the events and the family; he merely turns them over in his 

mind, trying to discover what he does not know--"1 don't 

know what I am. I don't even !movl if I am or not."lOb He 

b ecomes a seer, • a Tiresias vlho foresui'fers all."IO?II • • 

His is a n. poetic maCL."1.ess, the isolated self. nl08 The 

. hero can be isolated from society in tvlO ways: he is some

how different from other people, and his quest takes him 

away from home.109 Darl is different from his "family because 

he recognizes that the rotting corpse needs to be disposed 

of without waiting to get to Jefferson, promise or no prom

ise, and he burns a barn down trying to do it. Because of 

this attempt to do something, he is permanently taken away 

.from home to an asylum in Jackson. 

l05cbase, ~.• cit • . 
10~vaggoner, £E. £i~., P. 71.
 

1071" "d "'2
_l?2:--, p. / • 

l08Backm.an, Najar, Years, p. 55. 

l09nlab Hassan, Radical Inn.ocence, p. 104. 
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Cash and Jewel are also ti-TO tUlsuccessful parts of a 

Hero: Cash with his Hark and physical suffering endured 

without complaint, and Jewel with his heroic actions in 

saving Addie's body.110 But both kinds of action become 

ironic, for Cash's suffering is ridiculous, if not masoch

istic--he must have known that it was stupid to try to set 

his broken leg with cement, and Jewel's sB.ving of Addie 

seems absl~d when all he saves is decaying flesh. Cash does 

seem to develop as a character, in some ways. His narration 

in the early part of the book is fragmented and concerned 

only with the mechanics of things--his list of meaningless 

reasons for rr~king the coffin on the bevel, for instance, as 

if it really makes any difference how he makes it, and his 

repeated insistence that, "It Lthe coffigT wasn't on a 

balance. I told them that if they wanted it to tote and 

ride on a balance they would have to • •• 11 (P. 458). After 

they have reached Jefferson, Cash begins to notice what is 

going on around him: 

••• it seemed to me that when Jewel worked so hard to 
get her outen the river, he was going against God in a 
way, and then when Darl seen that it looked like one of 
us would have to do something, I can alrrost believe he 
done right in a way. But I don't reckon nothing excuses 
setting !ire to a mans LSi£7 barn and endangering his 
stock and destroying his property. That's how I reckon 
a man is crazy. That's how he canlt see eye to eye with 
other folks. And I reckon they ain't nothing else to do 
with him but what the most folks says is right (p. 510) • 

. 110Brool{:s, Yolmapat2}V"'ph3;. Countr1l., p. 143. 
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Later, he adds, "••• it is better so for fj5arY. This 

'World is not his world; this life his life." This seems to 

be Cash's anS-vTer to 1o1hat Haggoner was cited earlier as call

ing the search for a center of value. Although he has an 

inkling that Darl was right, practical Cash believes that 

property must be more important. The majority opinion 

, decides what is right, so there are no absolutes for him, 

not even death. If the majority of the Bundren family sets i 
I 

"the standard for sanity, then Darl has little choice but to 
:1 

go crazy. Thus the entire story pattern becomes ironic, and 
I 

only Vardaman ends up with anything. He recognized death, 
:1 

but resolved it in his own mind but creating a belief, a 

fai.th--" ••• my mother is a fish. 1I He instinctively con

nects himself with Darl, who also recognized death, by 

repeating, "••• my brother is Darl." 

In Sanctuar:t:" 0 'Donnell believes that Faullmer has 

created an allegory" with Temple Drake representing "Southern 

Wow..a.nhood Corrlwted but Undefiled ll accompanied by Gowan" who 

is "Corru.pted Tradition,1l until she falls into the hands of 

Popeye, who is "amoral Hodernism,1I and every other character 

is 'also a type or a caricature.lll Popeye may be amoral, 
. 

and he is described in the mechanical images that lead 

O'Do~~ell to dub him l~dernism" but it is difficult to see 

II10'Gonnell" £E. ~." p. 28. 
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Temple as anything but Corrupted and Defiled. Cowley also 

reads the book as an allegory~ that of the Rape and Corrup

tion of the South, although he does not think it is so 

sompletely connected and patterned as O'Donnell would have 

it.ll? Reading this novel as any such allegory makes a 

rather trite story of it and ignores important facts about 

the characters, such as Raped, Corrupted, Undefiled Temple's 

nymphomaniacal lust for gangster Red and her indirect murder 

of Goodwin by her false identification of him as the rapist. 

Waggoner, on the other hand, finds little social criticism 

in Sanctuary, even though that type of theme is what 

Faulkner chose to emphasize twenty years later in the 

sequel, Requiem f?~ ~ ~un.113 Waggoner considers San~tua~z 

". • • a hovel of pure despair whether or not it 't'1as so 

Intended."l14 This novel, as Faullmer' s lrJ'Ork often does, 

shOl.-1 S If. • • man's init iat ion into the nat1..lre of real i ty 

••• " th:l."ough the discovery of evil, as Hhen Horace Benbow 

nfinds out that evil penetrates every kind of rational 

or civilized order. ul15 

----_.-----
ll2Cowley, "IntroQuction, IT The Portable" Faullmer,.	 .

P.	 13. 

l13Waggoner, £E. cit., p. 96. 

l14Ibid., ? 97. 

115Brooks, lLidden Q££, p. 25. 
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Benbm-.r's "••• struggle with the forces of evil • ••" 

is the central conflict of the novel.116 Millgate identi 

fies Benbow as the protagonist because he undergoes the 

greatest change,117 for he "••• finds the ultimate outrage 

in the discovery that there is a 'logical pattern' to 

evil."118 Some insight into Horace's character is given by 

, Ruby when she first hears him speaking--"••• a qUick, 

faintly outlandish voice, the voice of a man given to much 

talk a.nd. not much else" (p. 10). He is another archetypal 

Hero who cannot succeed at anything. He is run by the women 

in hiE f&~2ly, and his idealistic, heroic attempt to save 

Goodwin fails as completely and ignominiously as it possi

bly, could .. 

Vickery points out similarities betHeen Horace and 

Popeye: society is "intolerant" of both of them and, as 

impotent Popeye watches Temple and Red do irThat he cannot do, 

Horace has fantasies about Little Belle's sexual experiences 

in the grape arbor.119 Both men are "incomplete human 

beings," for Popeye ". • • is seen only through his actions, 

violent, reflexive, destructive; in contrast Horace is all 

thought, se~sitivity and perception but without the ability 

l16Leonard Doran, "Forn and the Story Teller,"
 
Harvard Advocate, CXXXV (November, 1951), 12.
 

117Millgate, William Faulkner, p. 43.
 
l18Waggoner, lac. cit.
 

l19Vickery, ££. cit., p. 132.
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to act ef:fectively."120 Popeye is afraid of' many things, 

like animals and the woods, but yet he is so dangerous, so 

evil, that he seems like an archetypal Devil. Temple is 

instinctively af'raid of' him, but when she is running about, 

trying to f'ind Gowan while they are at Frenchman's Bend, she 

••• met Popeye half~ay to the" house. Without ceasing 
to run she appeared to pause. Even her f'lapping coat 
did not overtake her, yet f'or an appreciable instant she 
f'aced Popeye with a grimace of' taut, toothed coquetry. 
He did not stop; the f'inicking swagger of h5.3 narrow 
back did not f'alter. Temple ran again (p. 29). 

Popeye is described as having breath "hissing through ragged 

teeth," (P. !.t-4J which serves to make hin appear diabolical, 

but the p~ssage just cited shows that he had some kind of 

charisma f'or T8mple. It is also revealing of' Temple's char

acter. While at the Old Frenchman's place, sh~ cannot quit 

playing her role of college f'lirt even though it is danger

ous to play it there, for she is both repelled and attracted 

by real sexuality.121 Temple is a good exaluple of the power 

of' the destructivs ani~3. She is sexually attractive, but 

she is an emasculating force on Gowan, is the cause of' the 

murders of' Goodwin and Red, and is actually the f'inal cause 

of' Popeyefs constantly impending doom. Magny has commented 

on the names IITemple" and "Sanctuary l1 as signif'ican''; in 

120~. 

12IIbid., p. 130. 
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recognizing the religious implications of the novel,122 but 

Waggoner expresses some doubts as to whether the "violated" 

Temple ever held anything sacred in the first place.123 

Temple undergoes no more change than that of becoming more 

intensely and openly what she started out as--a shallow, 

vain young girl who has little understanding of her o~rn 

motives, and who is therefore dangerous to those around her. 

Horace's wife, step-daughter, and sister also fit 

into the pattern of the wicked anima. Belle and her daugh

ter seem to regard Horace as not terribly important to their 

lives, and help keep him in the role of the nonentity that 

he has become. Narcissa's need for social respectability 

leads her to betray Horace's case to the District Attorney, 

resulting- in Goodwin's murder and another blow to Horace's 
'I 

masculinity. Ruby is the only life force in the entire 

story. She tries to care for her sickly child and is faith

'ful to Goodwin when he is in trouble. Her relationship with 

him shows that she does not regard sex purely as a commodity, 

even though she expects to have to sleep with Horace in 

payment for his services as lawyer. 

Aunt Jenny plays the role of Wise Old Man. She knows 

that Narcissa is foolish, but she knows people well enough 

l22Robert Penn Warren, (ed.), "Ch1~onology of Impor

tant Dates," Faullmer: A Collection of Critica.l Essay~, 70.
 

l23Waggoner, £E. ci~., p. 94. 
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to know that Horace's case is ~utile, and so she advises him 

to ~orget it. Even though what she predicts occurs, she 

does not provide any hope, because her advice is basically 

that people who go against the established system are bOQ~d 

to get hurt. And Horace's initiation into this reality does 

not lead to success or make him a stronger ma~. He ends up 

back with Belle, essentially ignored. Waggoner's analysis 

o~ the novel as "pure despair" sees accurate. 

Light in Au.gust, is also susceptible to interpretation 

as an allegory, especially because part of the story centers 

around a character called Joe Christmas: an orphan who grew 

up to Ineet a violent death at the age of thirty-three. 

Besides Joe's name, other charactonyms are so obvious as to 

be almost ridiculous. l 24 Joanna's syr,1bolic role is sug

gested by her last name, Burd6n, fo:.-- s:':1e "~ • • accepts the 

burden of Vlorking ~or human betteL-ment. "125' Gail Rig'ht.01.-ler ' s 

name suggests his problem, the way he-set himself apa~~ from 

genuine contact Vlith the people around him, and Joe is 

finally murdered by a man appropriately named Grimm.126 

Kazin believes that the characters become only generalized 

124Charlcs Shapiro, (ed.), "The Stillness of Lig!rt 
in Au...gust, II Twelve Original Essays .2.!1 Great. American Novels, 
2b1. 

1 25Waggoner, £E. £li., p. 112. 

126Shapiro, £2. £!i., p. 262. 
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symbols hlstead of complex hur,'mn beings.127 He adds that 

"Joe Christmas, then, is really rman 7 trying to discover the 

particular man he is."128 Gold, hOvlever, argues that Joe rs 

name could be anything and the story would still be the same 

because he is an individual as well as a type.129 This 

estimate seems the most valid because Faulkner spends many 

pages depicting Joers childhood, which is that of an indi

vidual, and the development of his actions and motives. 

Chase adds that Joe is a Christ-figure only in a distantly 

symbolic way, but he never quite eY-p1ains the connection.130 

Millgate agrees, explaining that the C~1rist-imagery used to 

portray Joe is not to make him a Christ-figure, rather, it 

is to emphasize his role as a sacrificial victim.131 

Although Joe definitely ·has an archetypal character in 

addition to his own personal traits, his life does not 

parallel that of the historical Christ, nor is it a simple 

inversion of the role. Christ developed from Miraculous 

Child to Hero to Scapegoat. Joe is not the type of man who 

brings new meaning to Ilfe, but is an "••• incarnation of 

127lEi£., p. 161.
 

1281£iS., p. 150.
 

129Gold, Met~ho~ to Discours~, p. 40.
 

130Chase, ££. cit., p. 213.
 

131Millgate, ~illia~ faull91er, p. 47.
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human suCfering. 1t132 He is consistently the Scapegoat, and 

"••• we are asked to see Christmas's death as a cruci

fixion despite the fact that Christmas is in every imaginable 

way different from Jesus • • • we are asked to feel • 

that he epitomizes the hwnan situation."133 Although Gold 

considers Joe a tragic hero,134 he is incapable of function

ing as an archetypal Hero, because his actions are either 

ineffectual or absurd. Like Darl, he is on a Quest for 

identity, and his wanderings are evident.ly completely hap

hazard, uncalculated, and therefore uselesn. But a0cording 

to Kazin, Joe is only the It ••• man things are done to, the 

man ~rho has no free 'Hill of his Oirm • • • and 1-rho looks f'Ol" 

an identity by deliberately provoking responses that will 

let him be SOT.18one. •• .III ~5 This statement is only~ 

partially true, for Joe, at least, believed that he did have 

free will. \'Jhen Joanna is pressing h:i.m to marry her, almost 

'gives in, then thinks: "No. If' I give in now, I will deny 

all the thirty years that I have lived to make me what I ·1 

chose to be" (P. 251). One critic draws a parallel between 

Oedipus and Joe in the theme of a search for identity. This 

132Shapiro, £2. cit., p. 153.
 

133Waggoner, £E. ~., p. 103.
 

134Gold~ Metapho~ t~ Di~cours~, p. 40.
 
135shapiro, £E. cit., p. 151. Italicized in the
 

original. 
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can be only a superficial comparison, hO~Tever, for Oedipus 

did not realize that he did not know his true identity, and 

it is the discovery of identity that causes his dOh~all.136 

Joe never does know for certain who he is and whether or not 

he has any Negro blood, and the uncertainty is on his mind 

almost constantly. Campbell connects Joe and Hightower as 

"••• they are both led into a realm of disastrous fanta

sies by their brooding over a world out of joint. 1I137 

Hightower is the protagonist in the sense that he is 

the character most changed by the events in the story--he 

has been 1,rithdrm·m, "immune f!'om hur.1an feelir..g," and tmtil 

too late, refuses to try to save Joe, but he does help Lena, 

and in doing so begins to become aHare of "••• his ines

capable responsibility for all his actions and of his 

essential 'oneness' with his friends ••• and everyone he 

has lmoi-m. ,,138 He has played the 'ilise Old Han, with no one 

to "listen to him for years but Byron, and eventually Byron 

tUl"'ns dmm. Eigb:cower' s advice and judgments. After 

Christmas's death, Hightower remembers his past, his con

gregation, and his dead wife, and for the first time he 

realizes that he caused the failures and was not just a 

136Longley, £E. £ii., p. 165.
 

137Campbell, £E.. ill., p. 214·.
 

138Millgate, William Faulkner, p. 50.
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victim of them: 

I came here where faces full of bafflement and hunger 
and eagerness Haited for me, Haiting to believe; I did 
not see them • • • I brought with I11e one trust, perhaps 
the first trust of man, which I had ace opted of my ovm 
will before God; I consiiersd that premise and tru9t of 
so little Harth that I did not lmow that I had even 
accepted it. And if that Has all I did for her, what 
could I have expected? Hhat could I have expected save 
disgrace and despair and the face of God Turned away in 
very shame? Perhaps in the moment when I revealed to 
her not only the depth of my hunger but the fact that 
never and never would she have any part in assuaging of 
it; perhaps at that moment I became her seducer and 
murderer, author and instrument of her shame and death. 
After all, there must be some things for which God can
not be accused by man and held responsible. There must 
be (PP. 461-462). 

Like, Horace, this rocognition is not a pleasant one, but a 

horrible one which does not necessarily promise good changes 

in the mants life. 

Byron Bunch, in his quiet Hay, plays the Hero. He 

does all he can to help Lena, and by the end of the novel he 

has even given up the kind of religion that he has practiced 

faithfully for years when he tries to seduce Lena in order 

to be a man for her. Unfortunately, Lena will not treat him 

as a man, will not even turn him do~m as a man, but treats 

him like a naughty child, saying "You go and lay dO'Hn now, 

and get some sleep. We got another fur piece to go tomor

row lt (P. 477). Chase recognizes her as a "bovine earth 
. 

mother" and remarks that she brings ". echoes of ancient 

myth and ritual, ••• " but never says hOH or "Thich.139 

139Chase, ££. cit., p. 212. 
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Lena is "all fertilityll in contrast with the other Inain 

characters, who are "all barrenness."140 Yet even Lena is 

not a wholly sympathetic character. She is always saying 

that she does not want to be any trouble to anybody, but she 

always is. She is either dangerously mentally slow to catch 

on to things or she just refuses to. After Lucas has obvi

ously run away from her for the second time, she tries to 

follow, not even knowing which way lie went, and all the 

while taking advantage of Byron's dog-like devotion to her. 

She l-lould not dream of imposing on the furniture dealer that 

they hitch a ride with, but she ends up sleeping in his 

truck and he is the one who ends up on the ground. She just 

always mlows that someone will always take care of her, and 

she simply expects it. 

In contrast with Lena, Joanna Burden is a virgin 

until she is forty-one and remains childless after she takes 

Joe as a lover. Her frustrations battle with her Calvinist 

conscIence Ul1.til she becomes insane. She does manage to 

exert a power over Joe. He knows that he must get away from 

her, and decides to leave. "But that Has all. l;lhen 

Saturday came, he did not go ••• 'I'll go ne~t Saturday,lI 

(p. 252). And he does not get away until they are simul
. 

taneously ready to kill each other. Joanna is Joe's false 

l40shapiro, ££0 £ii., p. 149. 
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aniF~1 leading him to his own death by driving him to kill 

her. She accepts him because she believes 11e is part Negro, 

not just because he is a r~n.141 She and Joe and Hightower 

are death-driven figures, in contrast with Byron and Lena.142 

All the characters in this novel are thoroughly developed as 

individual personalities, so much so that they are neces

sarily archetypal rather than allegorical. 

or Absalom, Absalom!, one critic has stated: 

This is the story of Thomas sutpen, stripped of its 
savagery and complications, and with no hint in ter~B 

or myth, tragedy, or allegory. Regardless or its mean
ing, Absalom, Absalom! is one of the most extraordinary 
psychological mysteries of all time, because its method 
is frankly 8xperiTIsntal.143 

This reading is definitely a m.inority opinion. Backman 

draws parallels with the Oedipus story becal1se the charac

ters in the story fail to recognize blood rolationships 

between themselves. l 44 Thompson believes that Faulkner 

emphasizes the theme of the violation of family ties by 

using specific mythic analogies--the Oresteian trilogy and 

the biblical story of David and Ab3alo~.145 Similarly, 

Campbell sees the theme of the book as the curse on the 

l41Waggoner, ope cit., p. 112.
 

142Backman, nSickness ani Pr:i.mitivism, II p. 68.
 

l43Allen, £2. cit., p. 211.
 

l44Sac kman, ~l~jor Years, p. 106.
 

l4-5Thompson, £.E.. c:i.t., p. 63.
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house of Sutpen l and incest and miscegenation are instru

mental in its downfall.l~_6 Lind also finds the plot 

analogous to Greek legends, but qualifies his statement by 

stating that the comparisons are 100se.147 This qualifica

tion is important to keep from over-emphasizing the pattern 

of the plot outline. 

Again there is the usual disagreement among critics 

as to what actually happens and whose story it is. As 

Foster' sees it l II ••• the central dramatic situation 

involves Henl"'y Sutpen' s love (vergi.ng on the homosexual) for 

his half-brother l Charles Bon. 1I148 Others see Sutpen both 

as a source of evil and as the only heroic figure.149 But 

it is the process of Quentin Compson's imagination and 

recons truction of events that endo\-is II. • • I>elatively mean

ingless facts with significant and usefuJ. meanings .11150 The 

"truth" about the Sutpen family is never certainly presented l 

for the feu known "facts fl of the story are subject to inter

pretation by the narrators l Rosa Coldfield and Quentin's 

146Harry M. Campbe11 1 "structural Devices in the vlork 
of Faulkner,f1 Perspective, III (Autumn l 1950), 215. 

147Ilse Dusoir Lind, "The Desi~n and Meaning of 
Absalom, Absalom!" ~ (December, 1955), 880. 

148 .Foster -l QE. cit., p. 182. 

149Backman l Major Years, p. 108. 

150Thompson, £E. cit., p. 56. 
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father, and ultimately by Quentin himself.151 Backman 

states that Quentin, in recreating the story, "••• is like 

the victim of a nightmare, frozen into paralysis and rapt 

attention by the horror and fascination of his dream."152 

Backman may have touched on something beyond that which he 

meant to imply in this statement. The archetypal figures 

can not only be expressed individually by dominating charac

ters in literature, they can all be present in one character's 

personality, just as they are all present in the subcon

scious of every living human being.153 According to Jung, 

these archetypes must be in accord with one another, or the 

individual is in trouble, just as Quentin was when he tried 

to renress or eradicate his instinctive nature in the Shadow 
• 4 

in The SOlmd and ~ Fury,. The archetypes make their con

flicts felt in the consciousness by making the individual 

unhappy or by making him create di,fficul ties for' hino.LS elf. 

The figures I1'1ay be coni'ronted "face to face" in dreams or 

even in waking fantasy. The individual must come to terms 

with these archetypes, the variou~l facets of his subcon

scious self, even tho~~h it may be a painful process.254 

l51Nillgate, \'lilliam Faulkner, p. 54.
 

l52Backrr~, Major Years, p. Ill.
 

1>3Carl G. J1Ulg, The Integrat~ of the Personality,
 
pp. 17-24. 

l54Ibid., p. 20. 
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As Quentin recreates the Sutpen story in his o"m mind and 

becomes emotionally involved, it may well be that he is 

unconsciously l~eshaping the characters in terms of the 

conflicts amor.~ tho archetypes in his own psyche, and the 

characters as the reade!' kr.10"'tTS them exist only in Quentin 1 s 

mind until it becomes impossible to tell how much relation

ship they bear to the historical characters. Millgate does 

not deal with this type of interpretation6 but he makes sorne 

statements that are indirectly useful, as when he states 

that the questioning by Shreve helps Quentin ln. " • • • 

exorcising the Southern ghosts which inhabit his body and 

mind, • •• " and "••• at least brings Quentin to a fuller 

knm·rledge both of himself and his region. ll155 This is a 

reasonable reading on the level in which Quentin might be 

in conrlict with his society, but it also might well be that 

it holds true for Quentin's personal South, his unconscious 

.tlregion." As Lind comments on the style, tI ••• the unceas

ing flow of languase gives the effect, as in ~IDby Dick, of 

being tapped UL'1.der pres sure from 1m.consc iou.s or supracon

scious sources."156 

Miss Rosa, the first narrator to Quentin, is an
 

appropriate character to becone, as he listens, a figure
 

155Millgate, William Faulkner, p. 157. 

156Lind6 ·££. £ii., p. 289. 
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who can introduce him to his troubled unconscious. She is 

a physically and psychically misshapen spinster.157 She has 

remained staunchly in her past, always dressed 

• • • in the eternal black which she {lad worn for forty
three years now, whether for sister, father, or nothus
band none knew • • • talking in that grim haggard amazed 
voice until at last listening would renege and hearing 
sense self-confound and the long-dead object of her 
impotent yet indomitable frustration would appear, as 
though by outraged recapitulation evoked, quiet inatten
tive and harmless, out of the biding and drearny and 
victo~ious dust (P. BY. 

And as she related the story of Sutpen, Quentin thought: 

• • • she resembled a crucified child; and the voice not 
ceasing but vanishing into and then out of the long 
intervals like a stream, a trickle running from patch to 
patch of dried sand, and the ghost LSutpenl mused with 
shadowy docility as if it were the voice whicll he 
haunted where a more fortun~te one would have had a 
house (p. 8). 

Rosa tells Quentin that she tells him the story be,~ause he 

is going away to school and that perhaps he will want to 

write it up and sell it to a IrJ3.gazine. tlYes;3UJIl,1I Q.uentin 

,said. "Only she ~ ~ ~," he thought. II~ because 

she wants it told." (P. 10).158 She is the destructive--- .----- 

. anima, full of the past and bitterness, never producing any

thing. but she tries to tell Quentin something about her 

conflict. her resentment for Sutpen, who for her was tlevilfs 

source and head" (p. 18). 

l57rbid., p. 282. 

158rtalicized in the original. 
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Sutpen, a Devil of a.rchetypal stature for Rosa, also 

has the qualities of the Hero. He is definitely the man of 

action, but he succeeds and then loses everything. He 

Utears" a plantation out of the untouched \oTilderness, but 

the wilderness eventually reclaims the land. His wife is 

not a successful earth mother~ but she avoids conflict by 

progressively becoming more childish than her O\in daughter. 

The daughter, Judith, is quiet, reserved, and invariably 

calm, even when her lover is killed by her brother. She is 

hardly a conventional woman; she seems to know somehol,T what 

will happen before it happens. Henry, the son whom Sutpen 

had planned for should be the Hiraculous Child v-rho grons up 

into a Hepo. But Henry meets Charles Bon, and both he and 

his sister become enamored of him. Henry both loves and 

eventually destroys Charles. Charles is everything Henry 

is not--sophisticated, world-Near~', and distinctly un-Puritan 

in"his moral standards. He is Henry's Shadow figl~e, and 

literally as well as symbolically his IIdark brother." And 

Henry eventually kills him for, he thinks, the sake of the 

sister, and must run away. If Henry could fully accept his 

ShadOVl uniting with his anirna~ he woulrl not haye to !'un 

away. He can accept incest, because he can accept the facG 

that Bon is his brother and that Judith is their mutual 

sister, but he cannot accept rnisc:egenation because of Bon's 

inferior, "Negro" blood and heritage o 
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Quent:i.n's Hise Old Han father tells \-That he blaHs of 

the story, but, like russ Rosa, leads the Hay to fantasy 

when he begins assuming things--"perhapsll it happened this 

way, "probably" they, • she "must havell • • • itlhen 

~uentin in his turn relates the story to Shreve, Shreve too, 

begins filling in events. They both become so absorbed in 

creating the story that they do not even Imow who is talking: 

Shreve ceased. That is, for all the two of them, Shreve 
and Quentin, lmm'T he had stopped, since for all the tHO 
of them knew he had never begun, since it did not matter 
(and possibly neither of them conscious of tho distinc
tion) which onc had been doing the talking. So that now 
it was not two but four of them riding the two horses 
thr>ough the darlc over the frozen December ruts of that 
Christmas Eve: four of them and then just two--Charles
Shreve and Quentin-Henry ••• (P. 334). 

And.finally, ~r ••• both of them £Quentin and shrevil were
 

Henry S'..Ltpen and both of them "Here Bon, compounded each of
 

both yet either neither • •• " (P. 351).
 

~uentin is ma.king the face to face confrontation v-Tith 

his lmconscious, and it is indeed a pair~ul experience as he 

becomes associated and then absorbed in Charles and Henry, 

. the two halves of one archetype. There is no one of the 

characters in the reconstructed story, and therefore no 

archetype in Quentin's personal unconscious, who exerts the 

positive side of the figure. A successful journey by an 

individual into his unconscious leads to the lldeep center" 

where he can accept his own death, and the acceptance leads 
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immediat~ly to a symbolic rebirth.159 Quentin fantasizes 

the fire in which his .double dies, but there is no emergence 

of hope. Shreve tells Quentin, 

You've got one nigger left. One nigger Sutpen left. 
l!im Bong Of cou.rse you can't catch him and you don't 
even al~'rays see hin and you never Hill be able to use 
him. But you've got him there still. You still hear 
him at night sometin8s. Don't you? 

lly "Q; t· ., ( J 7° ) es, uen ln sala p. ~ u • Bond is the last blood con

nection ltTith all the other characters, and he is the only 

one uho remains alive, completely retarded and degenerate. 

Shreve's presence both in actuality and in the fantasy 

serves as the li!L~ between the two kinds of reality, but he 

cannot help Quentin reconcile or escape either one of them. 

He asks Quentin" "Hhy do you hate the South?11 "I don't hate 

Q. . d ,~., umned' I "I.::Jit , If 'uent·ln sal, QU1C.c...J..y," a t once, . 18.t e Y,• ltO;:), 't 

hate it, rr he said. I don'.t. pate it, he thought, panting in 

the cold air, the iron New England dark; I don't. I don't!_. -
. I don't ~a~~ it! I don'i hate ii! (P. 378).160 Of course, 

Quentin's protests indicate that he does hate, or perhaps 

fear "the South," s irrrul taneously his social bacl:rgl~ou..."1d and 

his unconscious. Again, like Sanctu.a.r.x, Absal2!1l" ~~1.0I!!! 

is a book filled with despair. 

It has been established in tb.e beginning 01" this 

chapter that a significant nu:.nbel"> of critics have concluded 

. ,.--------
159!'Iart:tn" £Eo. ill., p. 5!~.
 

i60Italicized in the original.
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that Absalo~:r:1, .A~~?.J.om! Has Faullmer's last truly great 

novel. The short stories are another matter and 'l-ril1 not be 

considered here. But there is one quite long short story 

that Is often anthologized as a co~plcte work in itself, 

without the other stories that make it a part of the novel, 

Go :Q.ovm, 110s.cE.. The story is It'rhe Bear, It and 1t can be 

ShOlvn to be a transitional work in the development of 

Fa.ulkner's use of myth at the same time his conclusions 

begin to shift froM despair, or at best, resignation, to 

affirnIation. 0' Gormor declares that in ItThe Bear ll and the 

works follot-ling it, It ••• in place of the sense of doom, of' 

tragic inevitabilities, or of an Old Testament harsl~~ess, 

one finds a sense of hopefulness, a promise of salvation.,,161 

This statement is true if Ike Cfu! be seen as a'positive Hero. 

As for the use of myth, Gold believes that Faulkner has 

definitely changed fr'om the creation of myth and has It. 

adopted here the characteristics of allegory and essay and 

that several participants in the action are emblems rather 

than characters--a situatIon vrhich never occurs in the Hork 

of the previous tHO decades. ltl62 This statement seems to 

hold true f01' the charac.teri7.s.tions of Sam Fathers, Boon, 

and the two an~~ls, Lion and Ben, but the main character, 

__ I 

1610rConnor, £E. cit., p. 125.
 

162Gold, !1et.3.}?ho,£. 12. Dis.~~, p. ~.9.
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Ike, is fully developed as an individual, especially in the 

controversial fourth section. lThat does seem to be happen

lng is that the events and characters parallel archetY}J8.1 

patterns, rather than individual archetypes, much more than 

they have in any of Faullmer's previous works. The hunters 

and the animals meet each year, "••• like the opposing 

forces of life and death, gods of the waxing and waning year, 

• • ." to fight for a "mother-bride-destreyer ll goddess ~Iho is 

greater than either group--the Hilderness ltself.163 It is 

also the archetypal Initiation into Maturity for Ikeo164 
Everyt-There the mystery lOf initiatio&, begIns YTith the 
separation of the neophyte from his family, and a 
'retreat' into the forest. In this there is already a 
s~rInbolisation of death; the forest, the ;jungle and the 
darkness s~Qbolise the beyond, the Shades.loS 

There is usually a hut or cabin in the forest which s~nbol

izes the n~ternal womb.166 This fits the story of Ike's 

journey and gradual initiation into the ways of the forest. 

Lewis points out that Jung has found that the Eerets rebirth 

often comes from an ani~~l usually thought of as male, 

and that 

163~.,r. R. Noses, n'c'lhere History Crosses Nyth: Another 
Reading of 'The Bear,'" Accent, XIII (1953), 22-23. 

16L~Jo:r.n Lydenberg, "Nature 1-1yth in Faulkner's 'The 
Bear, ,lI Ameri~ Litera~, XXIV (}1arch, 1952), 62. 

165Nircea Bliade, tiYths, Dreams, and Hysteries, 
p.	 197. 

166..Iei..q. 
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Ike first sha~es in Old Ben's 'ft~ious immortality' du~
ing that ex"traordinary episode, like a dream in color, 
Nhen h,3 penetrates ~;h.e heart; of the forest, finds the 
(58-cred.) treo •• [ang stands in the presence 0f the 
wilderness God. It

to 

is a l:i.bel>ating experience. l 67 

This interpretation of Ben as a "uilderness god" ShOIJ.ld be 

taken as corlplernentary t·:> the analysis already cited in 

1-1hich the "mother-bride-destroyer" goddess is the wilderness 

itself, for if' Ben is ~ god of the ioTilderness, as more 

than one critic has made him, then he could not be destroyed. 

He must su~ely be the reprosentative of a wilderness that is 

something mere than the physica.l forest or even the idea of 

one that can be literall~' destroyed by loggers or anything 

else. Like Abs.a].,o,m, Absal0Ir!!, the important theme is the 

one that happens in the mind of Ike, and what he discovers 

is not merely that real land should not be ovmed or that the 

forest should not be cu.t dovm. This is vrhy Sam Fathers and 

the animals are not realistic. This point should be clearer 

after all examination of Ike's character. 

\V'hen he comes to the wildernessat the age of ten, 

Ike is a Niraculous Child. Ee instinctIvely lmew what the 

hunting camp would be like before he had ever seen it. Ee 

gets his first lessons in hl)nting for big game, but he can

not see Old Ben until he goes out on his ovm. Again, this 

167R. Ttl. B. LelrTis, "The Hero in the Ne'TtT Horla: 
~,villiam Faulkner's 'The Bear,'" Kenyon Revim.T, XIII (Autu....TfIJ1, 

1951), 658. . 
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fits the archetypal pattern of the initiation rite.168 

Ike's leaving of the g~~, and finally also his watch and 

compass, in order to be able to see Ben has been discussed 

in tern~ of putting aside corrupting mecnanical things.169 

One might also add that these items might be associated vdth 

the identity theme. Ike must leave his prematl~e, artifi 

cial masculinity, lThich gives him identity as a hlh"'1ter, but 

he must also lose himself in time and place in order to see 

Ben. These Journeys and Tasks from the hunting camp lead to 

his rebirth as a Hero, for Ike • Rust attain the sense"• • 
of being and of the unity of his being with the Hilderness 

• • • In learning of the wilderness, Lh~ had learned of 

God."170 Ultimately then, the land itself' is recognized as 

the Earth I"lother in Ike's mind, and in the death and rebirth 

initiation he discovers his o~m deep center. The wilderness 

Is not an ereblem that is used in creating what Labudde and 

others have called"••• an aff'irmation of Primitivism. 

Civilization is evil • . .n'... 71 Ike said himself' that he did 

not hate the dog Lion, even though it killed Ben, and Sam 

Fathers trained the dog to kill even though he seemed. to 

know that he would have to die when Ben did. 

168Eliade, Ope cit.: p. 198.
 

169Hoses, .£.E. cit., P. 27.
 

170Kenneth Labudde, "Cultural Primitivism ln Hilliam
 
Faulkner's 'The Bear, II! American Q.uarterl:r., II (1950), 327. 

1711El..<!. 
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Sam is the posit i ve "tvis e Old Nan i'lho guides Ike's 

initiation and who seems truly wedded to and part of the 

wilderness Ani~~. He has been called the High Priest of 

the nature rite, and this seems to be another valid title.172 

He does seem to be an emblem rather than the developed char

ecter that Ike is, for nothing is known about him apart from 

his association ..lith the wilderness. In thi.s story, he 

seems to exist for the express purpose of initiating Ike and 

preparing "(rioll fo!' tho kill. As soon as his purpose is ful

fille~, he is ready to die. 

The fourth section of the story breaks the cl~onolog-

ical flow of events and shows Ike's discovery of the evil 

that his purification by blood and his initial Journey to 

the deep center have prepared him for.173 Lewis recognizes 

the possibility, but not the necessity, of reading section 

IV as a projection into the future, a dream of events to 

come, intuited by Ike the same way that he knew the camp 

before seeing it.174 In support, Lewis notes that the 

setting and dialogue become hazy and incomplete in this 

section, suggestive of a dream-vision. This is an inter

esting conjecture, and would complement an interpretation 

172~ydenberg, £E. ~., p. 62.
 

173Waggoner, ££. cit., p. 206.
 

174Lewis, £Ee cit., p. 648.
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of the first throe sections as a psychic journey, as well as 

an adolescent initiation rite, without being absolutely 

necessary to it. 

There are numerous other symbols in the story, but 

the point being w~de here does not require that they be 

sorted out and analyzed completely. "VTr..a t is important is to 

recognize that although the first three sections of "The 

Bear" mark a subtle change in Faullmer's use of myth pat

terns because this one is such a direct transference, it is 

not yet the allegory that will be found in The Fa?~~. The 

fourth section does have some of the preachiness (in the 

dialogue betHeen Ike and NcCaslin) that will sho l 1T up in full 

force in liequiem for ~~, but that is not to say that it 

is not a vital part of Ike's story. After The So~m~ ~ th~ 

Fur][ Faulkner used myth and symbol in a masterful wa:r to 

recreate i111iversal rr~ths in each novel. For the roost part 

this is true of "The Bear," but it does prefigure the total 

lifting of a myth pattern for A ~able and the repetitions of 

his o\~ earlier themes that came in the later novels. 



--

---

CHAPTER III 

"THEN IT BEGANE TOUR DE FORCE • • • " 

After Go Dm·m, Hos es J F'aulkner I s output slm.;ed down 

considera.bly. Bet\-leen 1942 and 1951 he published only one 

novel and one collection of new short stories.175 Although 

A Fable was not published until three years arter Requiem 

for a Nun, Faullmer worked on it from 191~1!. to 1953.176 It 

is just what its title indicates--an allegory or fable. 

During \I[orld 1var I, a thirty-three year old Corporal, 8.ided 

by twelve friends, tries to stop the war by convincing the 

regular soldiers not to fight anymore. The mutiny spreads 

unt~l even the enemy soldiers have quit fighting. The 

Corporal performs II miracles ll of sorts, turns out to be the 

son of the co~~nder-in-chief of the Allied armies, is 

betrayed by one of his twelve friends and finally is tied to 

a post and shot betw8en two other men. He even has a sort 

of resurre,~+';:i.on \-Then his boC:y is blown out of its grave by a 

shell and is chosen for the gre.ve of the Unkno1rTn Soldier. 

The parallels between the events in the lives of the Corporal 

and Jesus go on ~~d on. Faulkner explained what he was 

trying to do: 

175Robert Penn T,varren, (ed.), "Chronology of Impor

tant Dates,lI p. 305.
 

17~1aggoner, ~. cit., p. 219. 
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That was tOl~ de force. The notion occurred to me one 
day in 194:"2Shortly a'fte!' Pearl Harbor and the beginning 
or the last great t-J'ar, Suppose-·.ivho might that unlmol-m 
soldier be? Suppose that had been Cr~ist again, under 
that fine big cenotaph with the eternal flame burning on 
it? That He wOlud naturally have got crucified again, 
and I had to--then it became to-~ de force, because I 
had to invent enough stuff tocarrytliis notion.1 77 

His critics have noticed his obsession ""'lith the Ifnotion lf 

rather than the "stuff" of fiction in this work, what 

Millgate calls "the domination of the idea."178 The meaning 

of the novel is made so schematic and the abstract meaning 

is so much the most important concern of the book that it 

becomes fl. an intricate ••• massively documented and 

sustained im..'=I.ginative statement of Faullmer' s opinions on 

the possibility of salvation for man. "179 A theme so 

abstract as the trilLilphing spirit of hurn.anity is II ••• tan

tam.ount to having no theme at all."18a This is related to 

another commonly noted problem in the book, the fact that 

there are no real characters. All the major characters in 

the Gospel stor)'- appear in A Fabl.~, but it is not the true 

nature of the characters or the events that they are involved 

in that make them like the ChI'istian fig~es, but only their 

arbitrary designations, If ••• as though Dilsey had been 

177G"lyml, ~. cit., :;? 27.
 

178Millgate, vlill1§:m F,a,ullmeR" p. 107.
 

17~1aggoner, £E. cit., po 226.
 

180Vickery, £E. ~it., p. 191.
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given Jason's cr~racter and outlook and then labeled Mary 

and called a virgin."181 This is where the recreation of 

myth turns into the creation of allegory. The Christiarl 

myth itself is an embodiment of the archetypal Hero's 

Journey, death, and rebirth, but the wholesale transforma

tion of the events in the life of the historical Jesus into 

the life of the Corporal does not make more than a super

ricial hero of him, an allegorical hero rather than a mythic 

one. Even so, the Cor'poral' s "resurrection ll is not the same 

as the rebirth of Jesus fror:l the grave any':1ay. PeI'haps what 

the allegory does is give a humanistic interpretation of the 

Christian Gospels, 

• • • preaching that Chris t is ever "tvi th us and n~ay at 
any time be resurredted, or in other words, that~~n is 
continuously faced With the responsibility'of choosing 
bet1.veen good and evil and must take the consequences of 
his choice.182 

This analysis sounds even more trite than it vwuld have to. 

FauJJmer 'Has alvrays a moralist, but here he is more obvi

ously and more specifically dealing ""ith the problem of hope 

for salvation.183 Although his social pessimism is unchanged, 

it is now expressed in a positive, yet ambiguous, m~ral 

faith. 184 Instead of the promise of salvation offered by 

l8lWaggoner, ££. cit., p. 229. 

l82Gold, 11etanho.!' !2. Discou;r:::::~, p. 116. 

l83Waggoner, ££. £it., p. 229w 

l84Vickery, ££. cit.: p. 194. 
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orthodox Christianity, tho world of A Fable has only a sort 

of "hopeless hope. u185 

However, there is a fable besides that of the Christ

rigure Corporal; there Is also the story of the tr~ee-legged 

racehorse which the Runner hears from the Negro minister.186 

The horse is unlike any other hoI's e :i.n a number of ways. He 

and. his English groom have a.n exceptional relationship, to 

say the least: 

It was because there had developed apparently on sight 
bet1veen the man and the animal something wh:i.ch was no 
mere rapport but an affinity, not from ~mderstanding to 
understanding but from heart to heart and glands to 
glands, so that unless the TIan was present or at least 
near by, the horse 'Has not even less tha.n a horse; it 
was no longer a horse at all ••• wort~less, letting 
none save the one nan enter the same walls or fence 
with it to groan or feed it ••• (p. 152). 

The groom and a negro hostler-~inister steal the horse after 

it has been injuX'Eld and lost the use of a leg, and they con

tinue racing it 't-lhile pursued by police and detectives 

con-unissioned by the horse's owner. The horse 'toTins most of 

the back-coQ~try races on his three legs, and the story has 

the credibility of a tall tale. The groom!s relationship 

with the kidnaped and pursued horse is now described as 

• the doomed glorious frenzy of a love story" (p. 154)." • • 

185Ib· , " 23-2:.9:,., p. 1. • 

186Robert L .. Dorsch, "An Interpretation of the Cen
tral Themes in the '.'Jork of Hilliam Faullmer," Emporia state 
_R~e~s~e~a~r~c~h~L•.3_~t_uj5~, XI (September, 1962), 27. 
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The three--horse, groom, and hostler--always disappear from 

one race and show up in another town a few days later magi

cally, leaving no trace. Finally, after five years, the 

groom gives up and kills the horse so that it will not have 

to become a stud. The negro w~n is called a ~~n of God, and 

the white man is one "••• to whom to grant the status of 

man was merely to accept Darlmess' em.issary in the stead of 

its actual prince and master" (p. 158). The negl'o is than 

representing good, the vrhite man is evil, !1nd the horse 

becones II. • • the naturHl and inC!.omitable spirit of man. "187 

After they are separated, the Negro hostler tries to find 

the groom in the war in France, believing that he can show 

him the way of belief. The groom had believed in the horse, 

which was for him a sort of anima. The whole episode 

becomes a pagan and rather absurd fable of a Journey in a 

Quest for faith as embodied in the mortal norse. No one 

finds faith in anything, however, as the hostler simply 

states, "I can believe, II and the Runner to vlhom he has told 

the story observes: 

Maybe 't-rhat I need is to have to meet somebody. To 
believe. Not in anything: just to believe. To enter 
that room down there, not to escape into s~mething, to 
flee mankind for a little while ••• Do you know what 
the loneliest experience of all is? But of course you 
do: you just said so. It's breathing (p. 203). 

187Ibid., p. 28. 
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The l-Thole structure and style of the racing ta.le, 

with miraculous happenings and the strange inexplicable love 

between. the gl"oom and the crippled. horse seems to exist and 

be told for the 301e purpose of making the Runner come to 

some sort of reali.zation. The Negro hostler-minister I s 

speeches dr:.3.1-T questions from the Runner as the Runner ques

tions himself. The Negro speaks with the serenity and 

authority of a prophet; indeed he says that God has told him 

when the war will be over. He also explains to the Runner: 

Evil is a part of man, evil and sin and covrardice, the 
same as repentance and being brave. You got to believe 
in all of them, or believe in none of them. 3elieve 
that man is capable of all of tl1~m, or he ain't capable 
of none. You can go out this way if you want te, with
out having to meet nobody (p. 203). 

He is a 'tJise Old Nan trying to deliver some kind of faith 

that must be Ildiscovered ll by his listeners. He seems to 

play the kind of role that £'Ir. Compson tried to play for 

Q,uentin, but Compsen lacked the belief or the will to 

believe that the Negro has, even though the source of his 

faith is nebulOUS and undefined. 

A Fable is unlike Faulkner1s previous novels in that, 

altl~ugh it is slightly more subtle than something like 

Aesop's fables, it is more obvious in its themes and lacks 

the full characterization of hIs other novels. It is openly 

didactic in its plea for the need to believe. 

In Hequiam ££!. ~ ~ Faulkner uses a form that is 

not really like a drama or a novel. It is more like a 
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"Socratic dialogue 't-Jith stage dIrections. tl188 The formal, 

ri~ualistic nature of the language and structure emphasizes 

the problems of guilt and justice that Cowan and Temple were 

introduced to in Sa~c.tuarz.189 The long prose prefaces to 

each act of the "drama" show hOH justice loses any real 

meaning and becomes abstracted and symbolized by a court 

house or a jail.190 

This time Horace Benbow is missing from the action 

and the story is Temple's, centering around. her "crisis of 

belief. "191 Tem...-ole is still the destructive ani:m.a that she 

llas in ..§.§..n.2tue~rj~, less concerned about her hU3band and chil

dren than her passion for the brother of Red, the lover' 'Hho 

was killed in ~~nctuar~. Ten~lc finally recosnizes tIle need 

to believe, to have some sort of faith and values.192 After 

her confession in the governor's ofrice she g093 to visit 

Nancy, saying 

And now I've got to say "I forgive you, sister" to the 
nigger who murdered my baby. ~o: It's worse: I've 
even got to transpose it, turn it arolL~d. I've got to 
start off my neH lif'e being i'orf,iven again. Hm-r can I 
say that? Tell me. How can I? (p. 327). 

l88Hillgate, ~lilliam Faulkner., p. 96. 

l891E.i9:.., p. 97. 

190Vickery, £2. cit., p. 104. 

191Waggoner, £2. ~., p. 224. 

192~., p. 225. 
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Nancy ShOHS her the faith without question that gives Nancy 

the courage to face hanging with no real regret. Nancy does 

not even know exactly what it is she believes, or what kind 

of life she expects after death. Like the Negro minister in 

A Fab,lp:., all she can say is, Ifr don't [Sii! know. r 

believes" (P. 334). Such faith does not come easily to 

Temple, who asks, 

What about me? E"".,ren if there is one and somebody Hait
ing in it to forgive me, there's still tomorrow and 
tomor>roH. And suppose tomorrm-J and tomorroH, and then 
nobody there, nobody waiting to forgive me-- (P. 335). 

According~o Nar.c y, the only recourse is to believe an;,vTay. 

'l'emple seems to find that she" too, needs to believe, 

whether or not there is actually anyghing to believe in, in 

order to be able to go on living. She begins to hope for' 

her soul, 

Anyone to save it. Anyone whc wants it. If' there is 
none, I'm sunk. He all are. Doomed. Damned (P. 336). 

tihat effect, if any, this realization will have on her 

actions is illlcertain. This would be a logical place to stop 

the story, but, as 11illgate has pointed o~t, Temple's char

acter is never really developed in this story, exceFt by 

brief SlL"'TII!'.E,I'ies of the events in Sanc t}J.ary. 193. This lack of 

development is even more true of Gowan, Nancy, and especially 

true of Gavin. This kind of weakness in the book has also 

193Hillgate, William Eau1~er, p. 96. 
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. been noted by Thompson" "Who fjnds too much a.rgument and 

narration, too little action" and not enough 

• • • .flesh to conceal the underlying skeleton of the 
allegorical morality play: Temple is cast in an mvID-Tard 
role of Everyman; GOHan stevens plays the role of 
Consciencej Nancy' is an uncomfol'table Christ; and the 
Governor only cl~~~ily symbolizes the ultimate Judge.194 

This seems to be a valid evaluation, al tho"agh Gavin, not 

Gowan, is the only logical figure to play Conscience. It is 

because these characters are not well-developed as individ

ual personalities that they belong more in the realm of 

allegory than archetype. Nancy is never knoi-vn Hell enou,gh 

for her personal motives to be as c.learly understood. as they 

should be. She can hardly be seen as an avenging :F'u.ry, but 

her action Is not heroic, either, i-Then she kills one child 

in a.n att"8rrlpt to save an 1L.'lhappy home for anothor. She and 

Stevens seem to exist to save Temple. Little is knm-m about 

him except that he \-rants Temple to face the truth about her

self for her mIn good, knmling that it Hill not save !'Tancy 

from hanging. He is much less inportant as a person and 

character than he is as an emblem. 

The chara.cters and e-.rents that Here st:ylized and 

______'--'d..... ~dreamlike in Sanctuary a1'e transferred to Reouiem as thou_~h 

they were entirely realistic, so when Gavin believes that 

Popeye n. • • should have been crushed someholf under a vast 

19L~Lmfrance Thompson, Hil1~ Fm.:ukner., p. 132. 
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and mindless boot, 15..ke a spider, • •• " he makes him a 

realistic demon so that Temple was not entirely responsible 

for her own sins.195 She tells Gavin, • I could haveII 
• • 

climbed dm-Tn the rainspout at any time, the only difference 

being t hatIdi dn ' t II ( p • 258). 

The characters and themes of guilt and faith are not 

only reminiscent of Sanctuar;r and A Fabl.e., because the pre

vious themes of an imbalanced sense of time and. of identity 

are present again, as they were in several of the earlier 

novels. G01-1an explains to Temple: liThe past is never dead. 

It's not even ps.st" (P. 229). Temple thinks she can dis

tinguish herself as· t\olO differ'ent people in the past and in 

the. present, as Temple Drake and }~s. Gowan Stevens, saying 

tlTemple Drake is dead" (P. 226). The explicit presentation 

of familiar themes in this novel is, according to Howe and 

most other critics, a worthy effort but an ultimate failure 

because of the lack of real drama.tic action and 

characterization.196 

In Th~ 38.b.V8£2,., Lucius Priest goes on a Journey of 

Ini~lat.i.on, but. lnstead of going into the wilderness as Ike 

does, ha finds his maturity in a b~othel in Memphis. One 

way to lose innocence and. reach maturity is through the loss 

195Vickery, £E. cit., p. 182. 

196Howe, £E. cit., p. 140. 
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of virginity" and Lucius learns abollt this thI'ough observa

tion at }liss Reba's. Like Quentin, Lucius seer~ almost 

obsessed with honor and chastity. otis explains to him 

about sex, and about hOH he (Otis) has set up a peephole 

and charged a dime to let men watch his aunt Corrie practice 

her prostitution trade. Lucius is not disgusted or even 

outraged, but enotionally anguished, and he starts trying to 

beat Otis. It is his in.fluence that persuades 1':iss Corrie 

to get out of the business. Even when reflecting on his 

theft of the car for the trip with Boon and Ned, Lucius as 

an old nan telling the story says 

••• I had bartered--nay, da~ned--~y soul; that, or 
maybe the expos ing of the true shoddy l,'lOrthlessness of 

. the SOlU I had been vain enough to aSSlline the devil 
would pay anything for: like los i:..'lg your maidenhead 
through some shabby inattentive mischance, such as not 
v.ratching VIhere you 1'3'ere going~ innocent even of plea
sure, let alone of sin (P. 58;. 

Yet Lucius's JOl~ney does not actually threaten dire 

consequences.l97 

Gold calls 'rhe Reivers FaullQlel' ~ s only lIthcroughly 

comic novel. tr198 Another l~l"'itic se6S the sto:r>y a.s B. }!arve

lous Quest Journey with three heroes, Boon, Hed, and 

Lucius.l99 Only Lucius qualifies for the title "Hero," 

197Brooks, Yokpapat8.'t'[.Pha Countr;L, p. 350. 

198Gold, ~etaphor to Di8courss, p. 174.--"- - ----'--'--'"-
199Elizabeth H. Kerr, liThe I1eivers: The G-oldcn Beok 

of Yolmapa.tavrpha C~tL.'1ty, II lIod.ern E.ic tlon stucU.e.~, XIII 
(SprinG, 1967), 10~-l06. 
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however, for it is his Initiation and he ~~dergoes the most 

change as a result of the events of the story. Boon is more 

the perennial Miraculous Child. He is extremely simple and 

lackL'1.g in common sense, but he does knQi,-l h01oJ' to plan the 

trip, and he probably rrould have gotten allay 't'1ith everything 

if Ned rJad not lost the car. Although Gold argues that all 

the characters end up where they began, with no movement or 

change,200 Luciu3 does experience a change--that vicarious 

loss of v:i.rginity that makes him no longer an eleven year 

old child, and his grandfather acknowledges this too. 

Because -this 3.s an InIt.iation rite, it invites cornparison 

vlith Ikets story in "'I'!1G Bear.!l201 Ned, in supervising the 

!'aCElS i\:)1" Lucius and knoH:tng hOH to make the horse run, 

plays the role ths.t S!l!T'.. Fathers played for Ike. 202 However, 

that seenr.s t.o be t1le only similarity between those two 

characters, and althol~h Lucius strl~gles with his conscience 

over the theft of the car and encounters evil in the form of 

Otis in the brothel, his recognition is hardly the catharsis 

that Ike experiences. Otis and Butch are the only thoroughly 

uncomic characters in the story, and Otis, undersized, 

200Gold, Hetaphor ~~ Discourse, p. 178.
 

20lSwiggart, £E. cit., p. 208.
 

202Kerr , £E. cit., p. 108.
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cold, and deta.ched, is reminiscent of a. young Popeye or 

Flem Snopes. 203 

This novel, with some of Fatliknerls best huw~rJ is 

the ~ost successful story for the Hero, who seems to have 

gained w~re than he lost, and with less pain than Ike, 

Hightower, Benbow or the others. Although it has obvious 

connections with the archetypal Hero and Journey, it would 

almost be a parody of his previous uses of the theme if it 

were not for the seriousness of the threat presented by 

Butch and Otis to 11is3 Corrie or anyone else whom they can 

profit from. The Rei.vera is tLY1usual for Faulkner beC9.U8e 

of its simplicity. Faulkner uses a first-person narrator 

who is remembering events in his own childhood, and there is 

no overworked syrriliolism or the didacticlsm that marked 

Re~~. This last novel is reminiscent of some of the 

earlier works, although it does lack the depth of synmolism 

that could be found in ~ S?und., and lb-e Fur.;r, Ab3alo~, 

~saloml or some others. 

203Gold, Netanhor to Discou!'se, p. 182" 
* ----



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Faulkner's art has undergone almost every type of 

critical reception, from condemnation in his early career 

to attention from the public and flslick" magazines, and 

international acclaim by scholars, including a Nobel Prize 

and two Pulitzer Prizes. Also, his works have been inter

preted or explicated in almost every possible way# and some 

explanations that have been given do not even soem possible. 

His \fork has boen sUbjected to almost every method of criti

cal analysis. The one method that has been most neglected 

in examin:t.ng a broad range of his Hork is the Inythopoeic 

approach~ The validity of mythopoeic, or archetypal, 

cri.ticism has already been vlell established with m.any other 

literary vlOrks over a number of years and needs no defense 

here, but it has special value for Fatukner simply because 

it has been used relatively little in explicating his work. 

The recognition of ar~hetypal characters in fiction is help

ful in '..ll1dcI'standing the imrard, personal conflicts of the 

individual ch~ractsrs. As sho~~ earlier, the flul implica

tions of Q,1J.ent in's mental assoc iations in his section of The 

S~ ~nd. the, FU£! are clearer when one understands the 

psychological meaning of the shadow and Quentin's association 
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or it with caddy. 204 Then the reader can understand the 

cause of his conflict and insanity, and not merely recognize 

that he is insane. He becomes a person with universal char

acteristics instead of someone who is inexplicably obsessed 

with the decline of the American South's code of honor. The 

recognition of archetypal themes in a naval such as As I Lav 
~ 

D:y:ing is important in undeI'::otanding t:he full 8ignificance of 

the action as it is linked Hith something in the unco.n.sclous 

mind or all people ever~Jhere. When bbs~o~J Ab~~loml is 

read as a story or drama within the psyche of Quentin as 

well as a historical story that he retells" 1t t:?J...ces on neu 

importance as an insight into Quentin 1 s character, and it is 

easy to see that the story is really about him, not SUtPf~l1 

and his chil~en, any more than it is about Mis3 Rosa. 

~dJers ' !.Y makes more sense ,\·rl1.en it is seen that; l1argarGt 

Powers is a destructive anima who wants power than it d~es 

when it is l'ead with Donald l'lahon in the role of a t;pagic 

hero whom she tries to save. The book is still inconsistent, 

a mixture of good style and cliches, vdth SOIne symbols which 

are effective and some which are imposed. on the rnaterial of 

the story rather than inherent in it, but there are still 

archetypal, universal characteristics and it is not quite so 

trite and part of an American 1920's pattern as most critics 

read it and dismiss it. 

204Da~~er. OPe cit., p. 1590 . - --
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Also, 8S noted previoli81y~ almost every critic who 

has studied all of Fan.lkner' s novels has notices that not 

only did his proQucti.on diminish after 1942, but the quality 

of the work c~anged too. 205 It moved from the realnl of 

universal myth. to an abstract speculation with a cast of 

undeveloped characters. 206 VJhether this happened because 

Faulkner was aging: because he had become too aware of his 

audience and his role as an artist and was becoming desper

ate to "••• say it all in one sentence, between one Cap 

••• 11207 orand one period, because he had simply written 

everything he had to write and cOlD.d only try to elaborate 

on or explain more explicitly the ideas he had already 

depicted in the lives of his earlier characters, is lmpos-· 

sible to determine definitely. It is noticeable that, in 

his best work, Faulkner's characters had a vitality that 

made them exist artistically both as individuals in a social 

milieu and as timeless, archetypal beings. Joe Christ~IDs 

has an individual "1ife" w-ithin the vlOrld created in the 

novel, but unique as his situation might be, he has charac

terist:!.cs that link him with every other hUJil..a.n being. 

Benbow faces a dile~~ in his discovery of evil and his 

205Gold, D~~?phor to Discot~se, p. 4.
 
206Vickery, £E. cit., p. 120.
 

207Cowley~ £E. cit., p. 14.
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attempts to cope with it that everyone has to face~ whether 

or not one is as aware and sensitive as he is. Later~ par

ticularly in Reg"uiepl for §:. NuT!, and A Fable~ his charac'ters 

became les s archetypal becau.s e he see:P1ed to be stress ing the 

universality of their conflicts and themes so obviously that 

they no longer existed as portraits of individuals.20B 

Jungfs work~ which was probably one of the most important 

contributions to mythopoeic criticism in this centur'Y~ nIDy 

have been lmo1-m to Faul1mer. liThen asked if he 'Has famIliar 

with Jl..Ulg~ he HouJ_d not ans't'Jel~ directly, .:limply stating: 

A l-lriter is cO:rJ.pleteJ..y rapa c lous, he has no morals 
l-Thatever~ he 'Hill steal f!'om any source. He's so busy 
stealing and using it that he himself probably never 
knoHS where he gets vThat he u.ses .. .. .. he is 30 busy 
l-rriting that he hasn't tb'l8 to stop and. say, "NOH~ 

'rrhere did I steal this from? 11 But he did stAal it 
somev-rhere. 209 

Actually ~ whether he had read Jung fs works or 1me'w about 

them in some "ray or not does not change the essential point. 

Gavin stevens never has the individual and archetypal exis

tence that Quentin, Joe Chris tn~s ~ Darl BlU1dren~ or even 

slow-minded Lena Grove had~ and the characters in ~ Fab~e 

never really come alive.2lO 

208Waggoner~ aD. cit.~ p. 222. 

209G"'TynI1~ Ope cit. ~ p. 23. 

2l0As has already been discussed~ tne sub-plot of A 
Fabl~ ~3Y attempt some pattern that borders on the mythic, 
but it cannot fit into a trluy archetypal p?ttern. 
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In The Reivers Faulkner seenled to begin to recapture 

the old ability to create a world between the covers of a 

book, but even though this last novel received a Pulitzer 

Prize, it would be difficult to find a critic or anyone who 

has studied Faulkner who would rank it with any of the 

novels he produced between 1929 and 1942 (l-fith the possible 

exception of E;r~E., ~tlhi.ch was not chosen for eX8.nination in 

this stud:r ) .. Luc~s Priest I s eJ\.per5.ences in The Reivers is- .... 

like f.l. eomic recapitulation of the Initiation process Ike 

went through in liThe Beal'," and is not really a new direc

tion for PaullffiEI'.211 All of Faulkner r s novels and E)ven the 

short stories could profitably be analyzed from the arche

typ~l approach, but that vms not pes sible in this study. 

This paper has atte~pted two tl1ings: to exa~ine a broad 

enough selection of novels from the first to the last to 

show, from a relatively little used perspective, what did 

happen in Faul1~er's development of ch~racter and thems l 

and to begin explications of the individual novels in the 

process of tracing that development. 

211Nillgate, £.E.. cit., p. 109. 
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